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Abstract
We argue that the time-varying regional distribution of housing equity influences the aggregate consequences of monetary policy through its effects on mortgage refinancing. Using detailed
loan-level data, we show that regional differences in housing equity affect refinancing and spending
responses to interest rate cuts but that these effects vary over time with changes in the regional
distribution of house price growth. We then build a heterogeneous household model of refinancing
with both mortgage borrowers and lenders and use it to explore the monetary policy implications
arising from our regional evidence. We find that the 2008 equity distribution made spending in
depressed regions less responsive to interest rate cuts, thus dampening aggregate stimulus and increasing regional consumption inequality, whereas the opposite occurred in some earlier recessions.
Taken together, our results strongly suggest that monetary policy makers should track the regional
distribution of equity over time.
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I.

Introduction

Collateralized borrowing in the housing market can potentially play an important role in the monetary
transmission mechanism, as interest rate cuts encourage households to refinance their mortgage and
extract home equity to fund current consumption.1 Since housing markets are locally segmented,
regional house price shocks are a critical determinant of home equity and the strength of this refinancing
channel of monetary policy.
In this paper, we argue that the time-varying regional distribution of home equity plays a crucial
role in determining both the aggregate effects of monetary stimulus and whether this stimulus flows
to the regions which need it most. Our analysis is motivated by striking differences across recessions
in the cross-regional distribution of house price growth. During the Great Recession, house prices fell
substantially on average, but declines varied greatly across space and were largest where economic
activity also fell most (e.g., Nevada). In contrast, house prices grew on average throughout the 2001
recession with little regional variation. The resulting differences in the regional equity distribution
across these recessions affect the refinancing channel of monetary policy for two reasons. First, lenders
generally require a minimum level of equity in order to allow borrowers to refinance, even if they
are not extracting equity. Second, the level of equity potentially extracted during refinancing clearly
depends on the existing level of equity in the house prior to refinancing.
Our paper begins by using detailed micro-data to show that interest rate declines during the Great
Recession mostly stimulated regions with the smallest declines in house prices (which also had the
smallest increases in unemployment).2 In contrast, refinancing was strongest in high unemployment
regions in the 2001 recession, when regional house price growth was mostly uncorrelated with unemployment. Then, we build a heterogeneous household model of refinancing and use it to explore
aggregate implications of this regional evidence for monetary policy. Our model implies that interest
rate cuts in 2008 indeed had the smallest effects on depressed regions. More importantly, the regional
distribution of housing equity in 2008 substantially dampened the aggregate effects of monetary policy. Since the distribution of equity both varies across time and changes the consequences of monetary
policy, we conclude that it is important for policy makers to track this variation. Furthermore, we show
how certain mortgage market policy interventions can successfully complement monetary policy if the
1 See

e.g.
https://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/hh/2004/february/testimony.htm and https://www.
newyorkfed.org/newsevents/speeches/2012/dud120106.html for recent policy discussion of this channel.
2 Our empirical patterns in the QE1 episode are similar to those documented by Caplin, Freeman, and Tracy (1997) for the
1990 recession based on mortgage data from a single bank.
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refinancing channel is again hindered in the future.
In more detail, the first half of our paper provides empirical evidence that regional variation in
housing equity matters for the refinancing channel of monetary policy. We start by studying the
response of different regions to the large interest rate declines immediately following the first round of
the Federal Reserve’s large-scale asset purchase program—commonly called quantitative easing (QE1).
Based on loan-level data, we document three facts about the regional response to QE1. First, there was
a boom in household mortgage refinancing right after the QE1 announcement. Second, refinancing
activity and the amount of equity extracted increased more in metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs)
that had lower unemployment and where homeowners had more housing equity on the eve of QE1.
Specifically, very little refinancing occurred in places like Las Vegas, where most homeowners were
underwater when QE1 was implemented. Third, MSAs with the most refinancing right after QE1 also
experienced the largest resulting increases in consumption, as measured by car purchases.
The effects of equity on refinancing are robust to a variety of controls and are economically meaningful. The increase in refinancing in response to QE1 more than doubles when moving from the
bottom to the top quartile of MSAs by home equity. The additional equity extracted in these high
equity MSAs is comparable to total unemployment benefits paid out in low equity MSAs in 2009,
and our estimates imply that QE1 led to almost 250,000 additional car purchases in these high equity
MSAs. Overall, these facts show that, during the Great Recession, the refinancing channel of monetary
policy was weakest in the regions with the worst housing and labor market conditions.
Our second set of empirical results moves beyond QE1 to provide evidence that the consequences of
monetary policy vary over time. First, we show there is large variation in the cross-regional distribution
of house price growth, and thus home equity, across different recessions over the last forty years.
While we have long time-series for local house prices, it is more difficult to measure local refinancing
activity in historical data. However, we are able to do so for the 2001 recession. Importantly, house
price patterns were very different in 2001 than in 2008. In particular, aggregate house prices grew
throughout the 2001 recession, and regional house price growth varied little across regions and was
mostly uncorrelated with regional unemployment. Furthermore, we show that refinancing was higher
in the 2001 recession than in the 2008 recession despite similar declines in interest rates. In addition,
refinancing increased most in high unemployment MSAs in 2001 whereas the opposite was true in
2008. Finally, using aggregate (rather than regional) refinancing data going back to the early 90s, we
present evidence that the aggregate refinancing response to interest rate changes varies systematically
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with features of the regional house price growth distribution.
In the second half of the paper, we ask: what does this regional evidence imply for the aggregate
consequences of monetary policy? While our aggregate time-series results provide some evidence
that regional variation in equity has aggregate implications for refinancing, our more cleanly identified cross-regional evidence is not directly informative about aggregates. This is because our main
empirical results measure only relative differences across regions, so any common aggregate effects
are necessarily differenced out. An analysis of aggregation and counterfactuals then requires a formal model.3 Thus, we build an incomplete-markets, heterogenous agents model with both mortgage
borrowers and lenders. The goals of the model are to: 1) clarify the assumptions needed to arrive
at aggregate policy implications from our regional evidence; 2) explore these aggregate implications
quantitatively; and 3) clarify the channels through which the regional distribution of equity matters
for these aggregate effects. While a variety of equilibrium forces might potentially lead regional and
aggregate responses to rate declines to vary differentially with equity, for parsimony we focus on modeling what we view as the single most pertinent such channel in our context. In particular, our model
includes lenders whose endogenous interest income and thus consumption is altered by borrowers’
refinancing decisions.4 We find that these endogenous lender consumption offsets have important aggregate implications in our model that cannot be measured in our empirical work. Nevertheless, while
the exact magnitudes vary somewhat with different model assumptions and calibrations, we always
find that regional variation in equity has quantitatively important aggregate implications for monetary
policy transmission.
The key model feature driving our results is the inclusion of mortgage borrowers who face house
price and income risk and can refinance mortgages and extract housing equity by paying a fixed
cost. This implies refinancing decisions which follow threshold rules around some inaction region,
in the spirit of Arrow, Harris, and Marschak (1951), Barro (1972), or Sheshinski and Weiss (1977).
Households must satisfy a collateral requirement to refinance, so when interest rates fall, those with
substantial equity can reduce their interest rate while also extracting equity whereas those currently
underwater would need to put up additional cash. Hence, when interest rates fall, many households
with positive equity refinance and further increase consumption by extracting equity, whereas almost
no households with negative equity do. This leads to consumption responses to interest rate cuts
that are highly convex in equity because households that are mildly underwater exhibit the same
3 See

Beraja, Hurst, and Ospina (2016) for a more extended analysis of moving from regional to aggregate inference.
discuss a number of additional equilibrium channels which might make aggregate responses differ from local responses, but we argue that these forces are small and, if anything, amplify our results.
4 We
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zero response as those substantially underwater, whereas households with substantial positive equity
exhibit much stronger consumption changes than those with mildly positive equity. This convexity
then implies that changing the distribution of equity affects the economy’s response to rate declines.
Thus, while the model includes many quantitatively realistic features and is rich enough to capture
key aspects of the data shown in the first part of the paper, it delivers transparent intuition for why
the refinancing channel depends crucially on the distribution of equity.
Our first quantitative results focus on the consequences of interest rate cuts in a benchmark economy that matches the joint distribution of housing equity and income observed in 2008. To discipline
this exercise, we pick baseline parameters so our model matches the regional effects of QE1 documented in the first part of the paper and then compute the aggregate effects of this policy. We find that
a decline in interest rates of the magnitude observed after QE1 modestly raises aggregate spending.
This implies that the spending offset coming from lenders in equilibrium is not one-for-one, which
occurs because our model features an important role for cash-out activity in determining spending.
Households accumulate equity over time and periodically pay a refinancing cost to access this equity.
Furthermore, since borrowers are more liquidity constrained than lenders, equity extraction increases
spending on net. When interest rates decline, refinancing and equity extraction are accelerated and
aggregate spending rises. However, under 2008 economic conditions, this aggregate spending effect is
quantitatively small. As in our empirical analysis, we also find that monetary stimulus mainly flows
to regions that are doing relatively well and thus amplifies cross-regional consumption inequality.
In contrast, when we simulate the response to the same change in interest rates under economic
conditions in 2001, we find very different effects: monetary policy generates much larger aggregate
spending responses, and it actually mildly reduces cross-regional inequality. These conclusions depend
importantly on the fact that in 2001, aggregate house price growth is positive and local house price
growth is essentially uncorrelated with local economic conditions.
Then, we ask: what can policy makers do in situations like 2008, when monetary policy’s effectiveness through the refinancing channel is hindered? We show that targeted debt reduction and relaxation
of collateral constraints for refinancing can potentially amplify the stimulative effects of monetary policy and also reduce the trade-off with inequality. Policies along these lines were implemented during
the Great Recession (though only after the large drop in interest rates we study) through the Home
Affordable Modification and Refinance Programs (HAMP and HARP). Although our modification
policies are intentionally stylized and more aggressive than these actual policies, our results show that
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strong mortgage market interventions can successfully complement monetary policy.
It is useful to more broadly discuss the practical implications of our results for policy making.
Central banks typically have no mandate to reduce spatial inequality or eliminate regional business
cycles, and it is not clear that monetary policy has the tools necessary to address such concerns even
if they wanted to. However, monetary policy makers do care about aggregates. Our results highlight
that the aggregate impact of monetary policy depends importantly on the regional distribution of
housing equity. Furthermore, even if central banks focus only on aggregate stabilization, their actions
will nevertheless have consequences which vary across space. Such regional effects may in turn be
important for the design of national fiscal policy, which is often the policy instrument of choice for
stabilizing regional business cycles. State and other local authorities also have an obvious interest in
forecasting the local consequences of monetary policy. Thus, even if central banks themselves only use
regional information to more precisely estimate aggregate effects of their actions, there are still many
additional reasons to understand the local implications of monetary policy.
We note that while our empirical analysis focuses mostly on QE1 since it provides a relatively
well-identified shock to mortgage rates, our conclusions also apply to conventional monetary policy.
Because conventional expansionary monetary policy also lowers mortgage rates, it will have similar
time-varying interactions with the equity distribution.5
We study the distribution of equity and inequality across regions rather than across households
within regions for similar practical reasons. Changes in the individual equity distribution in our
data are mostly driven by regional house price movements, and regional house price data is more
readily available at high frequencies than data on individual equity so regional distributions are a
more practical input for policy making.6 In addition, inequality within regions is largely determined
by income and wealth heterogeneity rather than by the refinancing channel of monetary policy.

II.

Related Literature

Our work is related to much existing research. We depart from the New Keynesian literature which
typically assumes frictionless household capital markets with one-period borrowing. In reality, the
bulk of household borrowing occurs through the mortgage market, which features collateral require5 See,

e.g., Gertler and Karadi (2015) or Wong (2016). There is time-variation in the pass-through from short rates to
long-term bond yields (e.g., Hanson, Lucca, and Wright, 2017) and from long-term yields to mortgage rates (e.g., Fuster, Lo,
and Willen, 2017), but we find no systematic relationship of this pass-through with house price growth, a proxy for equity.
6 Equity also varies due to leverage differences at origination, differential equity extraction and amortization, and due to
subregional house price shocks which is why we use equity rather than house price growth in our analysis when available.
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ments and long-term fixed nominal payments that can only be refinanced at some cost. Together,
these features give rise to what we call the "refinancing channel" of monetary policy, which we show
depends on the time-varying distribution of housing equity in the economy. We thus contribute to
the growing literature arguing that the economy exhibits time-varying responses to aggregate shocks
which depend on the microeconomic distribution of agents.7 The most closely related of these papers is Berger et al. (2018) who argue that increases in household leverage during the housing boom
contributed to the large decline in spending when house prices subsequently crashed. Interestingly,
we show here that these same leverage patterns hampered monetary policy’s ability to stimulate the
economy.
We are not the first to model monetary policy transmission through the mortgage market. Rubio
(2011), Garriga, Kydland, and Sustek (2017) and Greenwald (2016) also model this channel but using a
representative borrower. This means their models have no role for the distribution of housing equity
which is at the heart of our paper. Our focus on realistic modeling of household borrowing and how it
interacts with heterogeneity in the economy parallels many of the themes in Auclert (2017), who argues
that the covariance of the marginal propensity to consume with interest rate exposure across agents
matters for aggregate consumption responses to rate changes. His analysis abstracts from refinancing,
which we show interacts with the time-varying distribution of housing equity. Wong (2016) uses a
model closer to our own, but in partial equilibrium, and she focuses on how aging affects monetary
policy. Since the age distribution changes slowly across time, age effects are more relevant for crosscountry comparisons and long-run trends than for shorter-run changes in the refinancing channel
of monetary policy. Guren, Krishnamurthy, and McQuade (2017) and Hedlund et al. (2017) build
general equilibrium models with heterogeneity but use them to study alternative mortgage designs
and housing market liquidity, respectively.
On the empirical front, Fuster and Willen (2010) measure effects of QE1 on the primary US mortgage market. They emphasize differential effects on borrowers with different creditworthiness, while
we emphasize regional disparities. Di Maggio, Kermani, and Palmer (2016) study refinancing responses to quantitative easing and replicate our facts at the state-level, but their focus is on the timevarying composition of Fed asset purchases and their effects on conforming and nonconforming loans.
Our empirical patterns in the QE1 episode are similar to those documented by Caplin, Freeman, and
Tracy (1997) for the 1990 recession using data from one bank. We use more representative data over a
longer time period and present a model that allows us to analyze aggregate implications and counter7 See,

e.g., Caballero and Engel (1999), Vavra (2014), Berger and Vavra (2015), and Winberry (2016).
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factuals. Our results on spending effects of mortgage payment reductions and cash-out activity are in
line with related findings by Bhutta and Keys (2016), Di Maggio et al. (2017), Agarwal et al. (2017b),
and Abel and Fuster (2018). There is also a growing literature using aggregate VARs to document that
responses to monetary policy vary with regional housing markets (Fratantoni and Schuh, 2003) and
household debt (Alpanda and Zubairy, 2018).
Finally, a large literature studies a "credit channel" of monetary policy, where changes in collateral
values amplify output responses to rate changes.8 This channel is complementary but distinct from
ours, as it arises from monetary policy changing collateral values which, in turn, affect economic
activity. In contrast, we take the distribution of collateral at a point in time as given and show that
it affects the transmission from interest rates to spending. We think both channels are important and
exploring their interaction is an interesting area for future work.

III.

Data

We briefly describe our primary mortgage-related data here. The Online Appendix provides additional
details as well as discussion of other data used in our analysis.
Our main local refinancing measures come from Equifax’s Credit Risk Insight Servicing McDash
(CRISM) data set. This data set merges McDash mortgage-servicing records (from Black Knight Financial Services) with credit bureau data (from Equifax) and is available beginning in 2005. The structure
of the data set makes it possible to link multiple loans by the same borrower together, something that
is not possible with mortgage-servicing data alone. This allows us to measure refinancing activity
much more accurately than can be achieved with previous data. Since we know both the outstanding
amount of the old loan (as well as any second liens) and the new loan, we can measure the dollar
amount of equity removed (or "cashed out") from the home during refinancing. CRISM covers roughly
two-thirds of the US mortgage market during the period we study.
We also use CRISM data to measure borrowers’ home equity. We define home equity as one
minus the household’s combined loan-to-value (CLTV) ratio, which we estimate for each household
by adding balances of first mortgages and any second liens and dividing by estimated property values.
We estimate property values using appraisal values at loan origination, which we then update using
location-specific house price indices from CoreLogic. Our preferred summary statistic for local equity
8 For

example, Iacoviello (2005) shows that adding collateral constraints on housing to a financial accelerator model like
that in Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist (1999) amplifies the effects of rate changes.
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conditions is the equity of the median borrower in a location.9 This statistic Emed
j,t varies across MSAs j
and time t. We particularly emphasize Emed
j,Nov2008 : median equity in November 2008, just prior to QE1.
We supplement our analysis of refinancing activity using data from the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA). For each mortgage application, HMDA data reports a variety of loan characteristics
including loan purpose (purchase or refinance) and property location. HMDA data has broader coverage over a longer time period than CRISM data, which allows us to extend our analysis to the 2001
recession. However, it does not contain information on outstanding loans, which is necessary for measuring both the equity distribution and equity removed during refinancing. In the Online Appendix,
we show that regional refinancing patterns after QE1 are nearly identical in HMDA and CRISM data.

IV.

The Refinancing Channel Across Regions: Evidence from QE1

This section documents several facts relating regional heterogeneity in housing equity to the refinancing channel. We use an event study of the interest rate decline following QE1 to show: (1) mortgage
originations increased substantially after QE1, mostly driven by households refinancing existing mortgages rather than by an increase in new purchases; (2) refinancing activity and equity extraction were
higher in MSAs where homeowners had more equity (which were also locations where unemployment was lower) prior to QE1; and (3) car purchases increased the most after QE1 for individuals who
removed equity when refinancing and in MSAs with the largest refinancing response.
IV.A

Aggregate Trends in Mortgage Activity Around QE1

Figure I shows the monthly Mortgage Bankers Association Refinance Index from 2000 to 2012 (solid
line) as well as the difference between the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage (FRM) rate in month t and
the average of the 30-year mortgage rate over the prior five years (dashed line). Negative values mean
mortgage rates in a given month are low relative to previous years, giving many borrowers an incentive
to refinance. Several points stand out in Figure I. First, there is a strong negative relationship between
refinancing and mortgage rates: the correlation between the two series is -0.77. Second, mortgage rates
fell and refinancing activity expanded sharply when QE1 was announced in November 2008, marked
as a vertical line in the figure. The Online Appendix shows that similar patterns hold in HMDA data
and that the increase in mortgage originations after QE1 was almost entirely refinancing rather than
new purchase mortgages. For this reason, we focus our analysis on refinancing.
9 We

compute medians weighting borrowers by outstanding mortgage balances. Repeating our analysis using the fraction
of borrowers with CLTV above 0.8 or above 1 yields very similar results.
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[FIGURE I ABOUT HERE]
We focus on QE1 because it was largely unexpected and was followed by such a sharp drop in
mortgage rates, and because our CRISM data begins in 2005. While high-frequency event studies
show that both mortgage rates and applications reacted strongly to QE announcements (Fuster, Lo,
and Willen, 2017), it is of course likely that other factors also contributed to the low rates following
QE1. This is not a problem for us since we are more generally interested in the transmission of interest
rate drops to refinancing and household consumption, and monetary policy is one key driver of such
interest rate drops. Thus, our focus is also not QE-specific: the refinancing channel of monetary policy
can potentially operate whenever monetary policy moves mortgage rates. While the refinancing boom
after QE1 was larger than at any time since mid-2003, it was stronger still in 2001-2003 when falling
rates were coupled with broad-based house price appreciation in most locations. Therefore, we will
often contrast the effects of the refinancing channel in 2008-2009 with the effects in 2001-2003.
It also bears noting that the beginning of QE1 is separated in time from other housing market policies implemented in response to the Great Recession. Specifically, the Home Affordable Modification
and Refinance Programs (HAMP and HARP) were announced in March 2009, with the goal of alleviating the collateral friction we study (which we return to in Section VII.) but for various reasons (such as
limited participation by servicers) had a very slow start. In particular, HARP only started having large
effects on refinancing volumes in 2012 (Agarwal et al., 2017b), well after our study window.10 Furthermore, any debt reduction policies around the time of our sample would likely reduce our effects of
interest since they would have larger effects in low equity MSAs.
To get a sense of the potential effects of refinancing on borrowers’ disposable resources during the
Great Recession, we note that in the CRISM data over the first half of 2009, the median rate on the old
loan was 6.125%, while the median rate on the new (refinance) loan was 4.875%. The average balance
of the first-lien mortgage being refinanced was $206,000, so that, leaving the balance unchanged and
assuming a 30-year FRM, the monthly payment would decrease by at least $160.11 If we discount this at
5% per year over 7 years (roughly the average lifespan of a mortgage) then the present value of pretax
savings is $11,400 for monthly payments and $15,000 for interest payments. The latter is larger since
the lower rate leads to faster amortization. In addition to lowering the interest rate, many borrowers
10 Agarwal

et al. (2017b) show that refinancing spurs spending and that this channel was strengthened by the HARP’s
reduction of collateral frictions, in line with the mechanism we emphasize. Another major policy intervention was that
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac were placed in federal conservatorships in September 2008, but this did not by itself lead to a
drop in mortgage rates or a refinancing boom; it did however assure that credit supply continued relatively uninterrupted,
at least for conforming mortgages (Frame et al., 2015).
11 In reality the decrease would typically be larger since the old monthly payment is based on the higher original balance.
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also increase the balance of their loan by withdrawing some of their equity. Over 2009:H1, the mean
and median equity withdrawal in our data are $25,000 and $7,400, respectively.
IV.B

Regional Variation in Equity Distributions Prior to QE1

Throughout the paper, we use metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) as our measure of "regions." We
begin by showing that equity distributions evolved very differently across MSAs between 2007 and
2008. Figure II shows the distribution of household housing equity in two different time periods for
five MSAs: Chicago, Las Vegas, Miami, Philadelphia, and Seattle. These are examples of MSAs that
had house price declines from 2007 to 2008 that were large (Miami and Las Vegas), medium (Chicago),
and small (Philadelphia and Seattle).12 Panel (a) shows the housing equity distribution for these MSAs
in January 2007, just prior to the nationwide house price decline. For all five MSAs, housing equity
distributions are quite similar. As noted above, we often summarize the distribution in each MSA j at
med
a point in time using the equity of the median borrower Emed
j,t . In January 2007, E j,t in most of these

MSAs is between 0.3 and 0.4. The equity of the median borrower in Las Vegas is a bit lower (roughly
0.23) since house prices there starting falling before 2007.
[FIGURE II ABOUT HERE]
Panel (b) shows that by November 2008, when QE was announced, there was large variation in equity distributions across MSAs. Between early 2007 and late 2008, the equity distribution in places like
Las Vegas and Miami shifted dramatically relative to places like Philadelphia and Seattle. By Novemmed
ber 2008, Emed
j,t was around -0.17 in Las Vegas and zero in Miami. Conversely, E j,t in Philadelphia and

Seattle was around 0.25-0.3, so the median borrower in these MSAs still had substantial equity. The
equity of the median borrower correlates strongly with other moments of the equity distribution. For
example, 50 percent of borrowers in Miami and 70 percent of borrowers in Las Vegas had negative
equity in November 2008, while only 6 to 10 percent had negative equity in Philadelphia and Seattle.
The Online Appendix explores many additional results that reinforce the patterns in Figure II.
Specifically, we show the distribution of Emed
j,t across all 381 MSAs in January 2007 and November
2008 to highlight that the cross-regional heterogeneity in Figure II is representative. We also show
similar patterns for the distribution of individual equity rather than Emed
j,t to illustrate that focusing on
median equity is not essential for our conclusions. Additionally, we show the relationship between
equity, unemployment changes, and house price growth from January 2007 to November 2008. Over
12 Online

Appendix Table A.1 shows descriptive statistics for all 381 MSAs in our analysis.
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this period, differential house price declines across MSAs were the main driver of differences in Emed
j,t .
On average, a 10 percent decline in house prices from January 2007 to November 2008 is associated
with an 8.3 percentage point lower Emed
j,Nov2008 . We cannot measure local equity before 2005, but this
relationship between house price growth and equity will allow us to use regional variation in house
price growth to proxy for regional variation in housing equity in earlier periods.
Finally, we document that MSAs with the largest increases in local unemployment rates also had
the lowest Emed
j,Nov2008 . This is unsurprising since house price declines were associated with weakening
labor markets during this period (Charles, Hurst, and Notowidigdo, 2013; Mian and Sufi, 2014), but it
is important for interpreting the cross-regional effects of monetary policy, since we will now show that
refinancing activity responded least to QE1 in the locations with the least home equity.
IV.C

Regional Variation in Mortgage Activity Around QE1

We now show that in the months after QE1 was announced, refinancing activity was much higher in
regions with more home equity and lower unemployment. To facilitate the exposition of our results,
13 Figure III shows refinancing activity over
we divide all MSAs into quartiles based on Emed
j,Nov2008 .
med
time for MSAs in the top and bottom quartiles of Emed
j,Nov2008 . The bottom quartile of E j,Nov2008 includes

MSAs like Las Vegas where the median mortgage borrower was underwater. The top Emed
j,Nov2008 quartile
includes MSAs like Seattle where most borrowers had sufficient equity to refinance.
[FIGURE III ABOUT HERE]
Panel (a) shows monthly refinancing propensities from January 2008 through December 2009. Refinancing propensities are higher throughout in the high-equity quartile, but they evolve similarly
between high- and low-equity MSAs up to November 2008. After QE1, refinancing activity jumped—
but it jumped much more in the high-equity MSAs relative to the low-equity MSAs.14
Panel (b) shows the cumulative difference between the two groups, after subtracting each group’s
average refinancing propensity from January to November 2008 to remove the initial level difference.
Prior to QE1, the cumulative difference is essentially flat at zero, reflecting the parallel pre-trend in
13 Quartiles

are population weighted using 2008 numbers from the Census. This ensures that there are the same number
of people within each quartile. Online Appendix A.1 lists the specific MSAs within each of the Emed
j,Nov2008 quartiles.
14 The jump happens in January/February (rather than December) because CRISM measures originations, not applications, and there is a delay of one to three months between when a mortgage application is initially made and when the
actual mortgage origination takes place due to the underwriting process. As Fuster, Lo, and Willen (2017) document, loan
processing times increased following the QE1 announcement, but based on HMDA data with exact application and origination dates, we find little differential increase between high- and low-equity MSAs. In Online Appendix Figure A.5, we use
the HMDA data to show that applications jumped immediately after the announcement of QE1, and more so in high-equity
MSAs.
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panel (a). After QE1, a sharp difference emerges, eventually leading to a cumulative refinancing
propensity about 5 percentage points larger in the high-equity MSA group than in the low-equity
MSA group. This is a substantial difference, since the cumulative refinancing propensity in the low
equity group is only 7 percent over the entire year 2009.
While Figure III shows a clear difference in refinancing responses to QE1 in high- and low-equity
MSAs, one might be concerned that this difference is driven by other factors that vary across these
MSAs. We thus complement these figures with difference-in-difference style regressions which allow
us to control for additional local factors and assess statistical significance. Specifically, we estimate:

Re f i j,t = α j + αt + β( Emed
j,Nov2008 × postQE ) + Γ ( X j,Nov2008 × postQE ) + ε j,t ,

(1)

where Re f i j,t is the monthly refinancing propensity in each MSA over the six months prior to QE1
and the six months after QE1, α j and αt are MSA and time fixed effects, and postQE is an indicator
variable that equals one for the six months after QE1. We use February 2009 as the start of the postQE-announcement period since there is a lag between the time one applies for a mortgage and when
it is originated, as discussed in footnote 14. X j,Nov2008 is a vector of local controls including changes in
the unemployment rate between January 2007 and November 2008, changes in local income between
January 2007 and November 2008, average borrower FICO score, average outstanding interest rate on
mortgages, average loan age, average mortgage balance, and local ARM, jumbo, GSE and privately
securitized shares of loans. All the latter variables are measured in November 2008. We also include
local age, education, and homeownership controls measured using the 2008 American Community
Survey. Regressions are run including one control at a time as well as jointly including all controls.
[TABLE I ABOUT HERE]
The results shown in Table I reinforce the patterns found in Figure III, but some results are worth
highlighting. First, β is always positive and highly statistically significant, indicating that the patterns
in Figure III are robust to many detailed local controls. Importantly, all controls are interacted with
postQE so that the responsiveness of refinancing to interest rates can vary with these observable characteristics, and all regressions include MSA fixed effects which absorb any permanent differences in
refinancing across MSAs due to unobservables. Adding the average FICO score of mortgage borrowers
(interacted with postQE) to the regression reduces the coefficient on equity by almost half, but average
FICO scores are themselves endogenous to changes in local equity (since underwater borrowers are
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more likely to default); therefore, we view the fact that equity remains strongly significant as underscoring its importance in explaining differences in refinancing. Adding all additional controls at once
further reduces β. Again, this is to be expected since a linear combination of these variables is very
highly correlated with median equity. Nevertheless, equity remains individually significant. Given
that the exact magnitude of equity effects varies with controls, we use a range of estimates for this
relationship in our theoretical model.
In the second half of the paper, we will explore the aggregate implications of these cross-regional
refinancing patterns. In doing so, one important question is whether these relationships weaken with
the level of aggregation due to equilibrium forces. While these regressions all use MSAs as the measure
of regions, the Online Appendix repeats the same analysis instead using states. Unsurprisingly, standard errors are larger since we only have 50 instead of 381 observations, but estimates of the effects
of state-level equity on state-level refinancing are all quantitatively similar and statistically indistinguishable from the MSA-level estimates shown in Table I. This provides some evidence in support of
a simplifying assumption in our structural model, namely that the demand for refinancing after rate
declines varies with equity shocks in the same way at all levels of geographic aggregation.15
One might be concerned that our results could reflect relatively tighter credit supply in low-equity
locations in the period after QE1. However, consistent with results in Hurst et al. (2016), the Online
Appendix shows there is little variation in mortgage rates across MSAs and that rates fell as much in
low-equity locations as in high-equity locations after QE1. This suggests that lower refinancing rates in
low-equity locations are not driven by higher borrowing costs. This likely reflects the fact that during
this time period, the mortgage market consists almost entirely of loans whose default risk is insured
by GSEs, which do not vary their pricing with regional default risk (again see Hurst et al., 2016).
While we focus on effects of CLTV constraints, borrowers must also satisfy payment-to-income
(PTI) constraints to refinance. During the QE1 episode, house price declines are highly correlated
with increases in unemployment, so it is possible our results might be driven by PTI rather than
CLTV constraints. Table I shows that, conditional on local equity levels, MSAs with larger increases in
unemployment saw moderately smaller increases in refinancing, but that equity effects remain independently very large. Similarly, controlling directly for income also has little effect on our coefficient
of interest. The Online Appendix further shows that the distribution of PTI for newly originated loans
in 2009 is very similar in high- and low-equity MSAs and exhibits no bunching around institutional
constraints, in contrast to substantial bunching and spatial variation in the distribution of CLTVs. This
15 The

MSA-level cash-out and auto spending results shown in the next section are also similar at the state level.
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strongly suggests that our results are primarily driven by spatial variation in equity rather than PTI
constraints.
Collectively, the results from Figure III and the various robustness results provided in the Online Appendix show there were large regional differences in refinancing activity in response to QE1.
Regions with the least equity were the least responsive to QE1 in terms of subsequent mortgagerefinancing activity.
IV.D

Regional Variation in Equity Extraction and Spending Around QE1

To what extent do these spatial differences in refinancing activity lead to differences in spending?
Unfortunately, local spending data is extremely limited, but we provide evidence on this front in
two ways. First, we explore the extent to which households removed equity from their home when
refinancing. Prior research has shown that households typically spend a large amount of such "cashouts" on current consumption and home improvements.16 Second, we use R.L. Polk data on new car
purchases at the MSA level as one measure of local spending, as in Mian, Rao, and Sufi (2013).
[FIGURE IV ABOUT HERE]
Figure IV shows the amount of equity removed during refinancing for the top and bottom quartile
MSAs by Emed
j,Nov2008 . Panel (a) shows dollar amounts per month, while panel (b) shows the cumulative
difference between the two groups, after subtracting each group’s average cash-out amounts from January to November 2008. The total amount of equity removed during the refinancing process sums over
households who removed no equity, those who put equity into their home, and those who extracted
equity. On net, borrowers remove equity during the refinancing process in both high- and low-equity
locations. At all points in time, there is more equity removal in high-equity locations, but trends
evolve similarly prior to the QE1 announcement. After QE1, equity removal increases substantially in
med
the high-Emed
j,Nov2008 locations relative to the low-E j,Nov2008 locations.

Summing across all MSAs in the top equity quartile, about $23.8 billion of equity was cashed
out during refinancing in the six months after QE1 (January-June). Conversely, for the MSAs in the
bottom equity quartile, only $10.9 billion of equity was cashed out. However, some of this $12.9 billion
difference reflects the continuation of differential extraction levels prior to QE1. Panel (b) shows the
cumulative difference in cash-out amounts over 2009 between the two MSA groups—after subtracting
16 See

Brady, Canner, and Maki (2000), Canner, Dynan, and Passmore (2002), Hurst and Stafford (2004) and Bhutta and
Keys (2016).
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each group’s pre-QE averages—amounted to around $8 billion.17,18
Is an $8 billion difference in equity extraction across regions caused by QE1 a large number? Since
this number comes from a cross-regional calculation, which differences out any aggregate effects, it
should not be interpreted as the effect of QE1 on aggregate equity extraction or compared to the overall
size of the recession. In the second half of the paper we use a model to infer aggregate effects from our
cross-regional evidence, but for now it is more relevant to compare the $8 billion cash-out difference to
differences in the size of the recession across regions. Using BEA data, we find that $8 billion is around
10% of the differential spending change from 2008 to 2009 between the two MSA groups.19 This effect
is both large and similar in size to the effects in our model. It is also useful to compare these numbers
to other stabilization programs. Unemployment benefit payments in 2009 totaled around $16 billion
in the lowest-equity MSAs. Thus, $8 billion is similar in magnitude. However, our results show it
differentially went to the regions with the lowest instead of highest unemployment rates.20 Dividing
$8 billion by the number of households in the highest equity quartile implies that QE1 increased
potential spending per household in those locations by roughly $280. This is similar in size to tax
stimulus payments received by households in the recession, and suggests that QE1 had cross-regional
effects similar to sending an extra tax rebate only to locations which were already doing relatively well.
The Online Appendix also shows results from a regression similar to equation (1) but with monthly
equity removed (relative to the outstanding balance) as the dependent variable. We refer to this variable as the cash-out share. Echoing the results in Figure IV, we find a positive relationship between
Emed
j,Nov2008 and the cash-out share after QE1 that is highly significant and robust to a variety of additional controls. We also show that high-equity places extract more equity even after conditioning on
the frequency of refinancing. That is, the patterns in Figure IV are not driven just by the differential
refinancing propensities shown in Figure III. To show this, we add monthly refinancing propensities
as separate controls in our regression. We find that both the coefficient on Emed
j,Nov2008 × postQE and on
the monthly refinancing propensity are positive and strongly significant. Hence, low-Emed
j,Nov2008 MSAs
17 Regressing

MSA-level cash-out amounts on group dummies interacted with a post-QE dummy (with standard errors
clustered by MSA) we get an estimate of this cumulative difference of $7.95 billion with a standard error of $3.11 billion.
18 Our equity extraction measure does not include HELOC draws. Unlike cash-out refis, HELOC balances can be adjusted
without closing costs, and interest rates are usually variable. This mutes incentives to respond to long-term rate declines.
Nevertheless, our $8 billion could be overstated if high-equity MSAs extract equity by refinancing while low-equity MSAs
do so through HELOCs. However, using quarterly FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel data, HELOC balances grew more in
high-equity than low-equity MSAs over 2008-2009, and differentially increased in high-equity locations by roughly $4 billion
after QE1. So including HELOCs would increase the differential QE effects on equity extraction to roughly $12 billion.
19 Total GDP in low-equity MSAs fell by $113.5 billion more than total GDP in high-equity MSAs between 2008 and 2009.
Scaling these differences by the aggregate share of consumption in GDP of 68% delivers 0.104 = 0.68∗8113.5 .
20 Unemployment benefit payments are only reported at the state level by the Department of Labor, but we apportion statelevel benefits payments to individual MSAs using each MSA’s share of total state unemployment. This calculation implies
the lowest-equity MSAs received $16.3 billion in unemployment benefits payments in 2009 and $9.6 billion in 2008.
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both refinanced less and removed less equity, conditional on refinancing. This is intuitive, since these
places indeed have less equity to remove when refinancing.
[FIGURE V ABOUT HERE]
Since prior research has shown tight links between equity removal and spending, these results
suggest that locations with different Emed
j,Nov2008 had different spending responses to QE1. However,
differences in the marginal propensity to consume could potentially lead consumption to respond
more to QE1 in low-equity regions despite smaller refinancing responses. In particular, it could be
the case that instead of spending extracted home equity, households in high-equity MSAs used it to
pay down other (higher-interest) nonhousing debt. However, as a robustness exercise in the Online
Appendix, we use FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel data to show that average nonhousing debt per
person actually modestly increased in high-equity MSAs relative to low-equity MSAs after QE1. This
suggests that borrowers in those MSAs used withdrawn equity for spending, rather than to pay down
existing debt.
We now show this more directly using auto sales data from Polk. Panel (a) of Figure V shows
total monthly auto sales in the top and bottom Emed
j,Nov2008 groups. A few things stand out. First, the
trend in auto sales was very similar in the high and low equity quartiles prior to QE1. In both groups,
new auto sales fell rapidly throughout 2008. Second, these trends remained parallel through February
2009. This is not surprising since refinancing applications that took place in December 2008 would
not result in new mortgage originations until January or February 2009. Third, and most important,
after February 2009, auto sales diverge sharply between the two equity groups. On average, sales
increased by 31 percent in March-May 2009 relative to November 2008 in the high-equity MSAs while
they only increased 15 percent in the low-equity MSAs. This difference is economically and statistically
significant, and the timing lines up perfectly with expected spending responses to QE1.21 Panel (b)
shows that cumulative differences between the groups through 2009 amount to 250,000 cars, or roughly
1.5 months of sales. It is also worth noting that these differences all occur prior to the start of the Cashfor-Clunkers program in July 2009 and so are not driven by this program.22
21 The

Online Appendix shows MSA-level regressions, similar to equation (1), but using the log of monthly new car sales as
our dependent variable. β is positive and statistically significant even if we allow for differential time trends across locations
with different equity levels. Furthermore, to directly test the link between refinancing, equity extraction, and auto sales, we
add both refinancing and cash-out propensities as independent variables and find they are both correlated with stronger
auto sales over this period. Once we control for both equity and refinancing propensities, only the latter are significant,
consistent with the hypothesis that equity only matters for spending through its effects on refinancing.
22 The start of the program can be seen as a large spike in panel (a). Although irrelevant for our regressions with MSA
fixed effects, clunker shares are actually mildly negative correlated with median equity which should imply larger responses
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IV.D.1

Household-level Analysis of Spending after Refinancing

Of course, high- and low-equity MSAs differ in many ways, so that observed differences in spending
following QE1 could be due to factors other than mortgage refinancing and equity withdrawal. Our
spending regressions include both MSA fixed effects and long-run MSA trends to control for many
differences across MSAs, so any alternative explanation would need to interact at high frequencies
with our QE1 event study. However, channels aside from refinancing might satisfy this requirement.
For instance, mortgage defaults were higher in low-Emed
j,2008 MSAs, which would lower credit scores and
make it more difficult to benefit from lower interest rates on car loans.
To provide direct evidence that spending effects indeed arise from refinancing, we move to CRISM
data at the household level (rather than the MSA level) and study spending responses of borrowers
who refinanced at some point in 2009. The credit record component of the data includes information
on each borrower’s monthly auto loan balances, and we follow the literature (e.g. Agarwal et al., 2017b;
Di Maggio, Kermani, and Palmer, 2016) in using large balance increases from one month to the next as
a proxy for a car purchase. We then conduct an "event study" where we look at borrowers’ propensity
to purchase a car in the months around refinancing. Given our earlier analysis, we are particularly
interested in how spending responses differ between cash-out and non-cash-out refinances.
[FIGURE VI ABOUT HERE]
Panel (a) of Figure VI simply shows average car purchase propensities for borrowers in the months
before and after completing a cash-out or non-cash-out refinance. Supporting the view that refinancing
spurs spending, purchase propensities spike for both groups following the refinance, and more so for
borrowers who remove equity during the process. Panel (b) shows monthly coefficients (and 95 percent
confidence intervals) from a regression of the car purchase indicator on calendar-month-by-MSA fixed
effects, as well as indicators of the distance in months to the time of the refinance, with month -1 as
the omitted month. The results show a strong increase in car purchase propensities in the months
following refinancing, with a peak after two months that is almost twice as large for cash-out as for
non-cash-out refinances. Effects remain positive for several months after refinancing, and there is little
pre-trend prior to refinancing. While this link from refinancing to car spending is not necessarily causal
(we do not have exogenous variation in refinancing propensity at the individual level), it nevertheless
supports the view that refinancing in the wake of QE1 did stimulate consumer spending, and more so
to cash-for-clunkers in low-equity regions. This correlation, together with the fact that the program pulled forward many
purchases from the future, may explain why spending differences with equity disappear after July 2009.
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if the borrower also removed equity in the process. We further note that positive refinancing effects
on spending are also found in work exploiting exogenous variation in access to refinancing (Agarwal
et al., 2017b; Abel and Fuster, 2018) or payment reductions from ARM resets (Di Maggio et al., 2017).
The results in this section suggest that QE1 raised aggregate spending by borrowers (in part by
inducing them to remove equity) but that regional spending responses differed with equity at the
onset of QE1. Collectively, our results show that the "refinancing channel" of monetary policy interacts
with the regional distribution of housing equity and that the 2008 distribution reduced the effectiveness
of monetary policy by preventing it from stimulating places which needed it most.

V.

The Time-varying Refinancing Channel in the US

In this section, we first show that there is substantial time variation in the regional distribution of house
price growth and its correlation with unemployment changes. We then focus on the 2001 recession,
which exhibits house price patterns most distinct from 2008, and show that this recession also has very
different refinancing patterns. Finally, we present longer-term evidence that the refinancing response to
interest rate changes depends on the regional distribution of house price growth. Together these results
provide evidence that the time-varying regional equity distribution produces time-varying effects of
monetary policy through the refinancing channel.
V.A

Regional Evidence Across Time

Since CRISM data begins in 2005, we cannot construct the housing equity data necessary to simply
replicate our prior analysis in earlier recessions. However, as noted in Section IV.B, house price changes
and housing equity are strongly correlated in this recession. Motivated by this relationship, we now
show that the cross-regional distribution of house price growth varies substantially across time. Panel
(a) of Figure VII shows average real house price growth in CoreLogic data from 1976-2013.23
[FIGURE VII ABOUT HERE]
While the large house price declines in the Great Recession stand out, there is substantial variation
across time. During the 2001 recession, real house prices were growing rather than falling, and house
price declines in the previous three recessions were mild. Panel (b) plots the standard deviation of
23 State-level

house prices are deflated using the CPI-U and are population weighted. We concentrate on the state-level
rather than MSA-level distribution of house price growth, since MSA-level labor market data is only available starting in
1990, but patterns at the MSA (and zip code) level are similar for the mean and standard deviation.
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house price growth across states in each year. Clearly, spatial variation in house price growth was
unusually high in the late 80s and in the Great Recession and unusually low during the 2001 recession.
Finally, panel (c) explores relationships between state-level unemployment and house price growth,
a moment that will be particularly important for determining monetary policy implications for crossregion inequality. In particular, we run a regression of one-year house price growth on state-level
one-year changes in unemployment (in percentage points) interacted with annual dummies for each
year from 1976-2013 and including year and state fixed effects so that the results are not driven by slow
moving state-level trends or aggregate unemployment changes or house price growth:
∆ log HPi,t = β t ∆URi,t + γt + ζ i + ei,t

(2)

β t then measures the comovement between house prices and unemployment in the cross-section each
year. Panel (c) shows that in the Great Recession, unemployment and house price growth were unusually negatively correlated. Again, these patterns vary across time. In the 2001 and 1980s recessions
there was basically no relationship between unemployment and house price growth.
In the following section we build a theoretical model consistent with these time-series patterns
and show they imply important time-varying consequences of monetary policy. Supporting these
conclusions, Figure VIII illustrates that the pass-through of monetary policy through the mortgage
market was much stronger in the 2001 recession than in the 2008 recession and that regional effects
were also very different.24 Panel (a) shows the time series of monthly refinancing propensities in
HMDA for the lowest and highest unemployment quartile MSAs during the 2008 recession. MSAs
are sorted into quartiles based on the total increase in unemployment from November 2007 to October
2009. The top (bottom) quartile experienced unemployment increases of 6.3 percent or more (3.8
percent or less) over this period.25 Given the high correlation between unemployment changes and
house price changes, the unemployment results in panel (a) are very similar to those shown for equity
quartiles in Figure III.
[FIGURE VIII ABOUT HERE]
Panel (b) shows time-series patterns for monthly refinancing by unemployment quartiles during
the 2001 recession. The sorting is again done by total increases in unemployment over this period.
24 Since

CRISM data starts in 2005 we must use HMDA data for this analysis.
periods match turning points in the overall seasonally adjusted US civilian unemployment rate. In the earlier
episode, national unemployment increased from a low of 3.9 percent in December 2000 to a high of 6.3 percent in June 2003.
In the latter episode, unemployment increased from 4.7 percent in November 2007 to 10.0 percent in October 2009.
25 These
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The top (bottom) quartile unemployment rate increased by 2.5 percent or more (1.6 percent or less).
The refinancing patterns are very different from those shown in panel (a): during the entire period,
refinancing volumes were higher in the MSAs with more rapidly rising unemployment.26 Overall
refinancing propensities were also dramatically higher in this earlier episode, when house prices were
growing rather than shrinking (especially between mid-2002 and mid-2003). While there was no single
monetary policy "event" during this period, as the federal funds rate instead declined gradually, it
is evident from Figure I that overall mortgage rate declines relative to recent levels were similar in
2001-2003 and 2007-2009. Because the decline in mortgage rates was similar during both recessions,
the fact that refinancing activity was much higher in 2001-2003 is consistent with much higher home
equity during this period.
V.B

Aggregate Refinancing Across Time

Of course, 2001 and 2008 are different in many ways besides their house price patterns. For instance,
credit standards were likely tighter in 2008 due in part to the disappearance of non-agency securitization. In addition, all results so far have focused on how regional refinancing patterns differ with
regional equity. In this subsection we provide some more systematic time-series evidence that aggregate responsiveness of refinancing to interest rate changes depends systematically on regional housing
market conditions. While we also use our theoretical model to explore the aggregate implications
from our cross-regional evidence, these time-series results provide more direct empirical evidence that
regional housing market conditions indeed matter for aggregate refinancing.
Formally, we separately estimate the following two regressions:
Re f it = ω0 + ω1 Ratet + ω2 ∆HPt + ω3 Ratet × ∆HPt + ω4 SD (∆HPt ) + ω5 Ratet × SD (∆HPt ) + et

(3)

and
∆Re f it = ω0 + ω1 ∆Ratet + ω2 ∆HPt + ω3 ∆Ratet × ∆HPt + ω4 SD (∆HPt ) + ω5 ∆Ratet × SD (∆HPt ) + et

(4)

where Re f it is the ratio of refinance mortgages with application month t (from HMDA) to the stock of
outstanding mortgages in month t − 1 (from the Flow of Funds), and ∆Re f it is the one-year change in
Re f i (i.e., between months t − 12 and t). For Ratet in specification (3), we use a measure of the average
incentive to refinance, defined as the difference between the market rate on new 30-year fixed-rate
26 Chen, Michaux, and Roussanov (2013) similarly find that over 1993-2009, refinancing activity at a point in time was
higher in states with worse economic conditions. Avery et al. (2011) document lower refinancing propensities in 2010 than
in 2003 using credit records data. While these data do not allow one to measure borrower equity, state-level differences in
propensities are consistent with lack of equity being an important impediment to refinancing in 2010.
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mortgages in month t and the average rate on outstanding mortgages in month t. The more negative
this difference, the more the average borrower gains from refinancing. ∆Ratet in equation (4) is either
the 12-month change in the market rate on new 30-year FRMs, or the 12-month sum of monthly
monetary policy surprises from Gertler and Karadi (2015). These rate measures are interacted with
one-year rolling average real house price growth across states (∆HP, as in Figure VIIa) and the standard
deviation of house price growth across states (SD(∆HP), Figure VIIb) to study how the transmission
of monetary policy to refinancing varies with the regional house price distribution. Since the required
monthly HMDA data is only available beginning in 1990 and the monetary shocks series in Gertler
and Karadi (2015) ends in 2012, the time series for this analysis is necessarily shorter than that in
Figure VII, but Table II shows that we can still use it to uncover fairly strong relationships between
monetary policy, regional house price growth and aggregate refinancing.
[TABLE II ABOUT HERE]
Column (1) shows that, as expected, there is a strong relationship between refinance propensities
at the aggregate level and the average borrower’s incentive (ω1 < 0). However, column (2) shows the
strength of this relationship varies with prior house price growth: it is significantly stronger when
house prices were growing on average (ω3 < 0) and if there is more heterogeneity in house price
growth across space (ω5 < 0). These results are at the heart of the mechanism in this paper, as the
theoretical model below will help clarify.
In columns (3) and (4), we repeat these regressions in one-year changes, using the change in 30-year
FRM rates as the key right-hand side variable. As rates fall, we find refinancing strongly increases.
Again, this refinancing response rises with the mean and dispersion of house price growth. Columns
(5) and (6) show results are similar when redoing the same regression using monetary policy shocks,.
This specification alleviates concerns about reverse causality, although we would generally expect them
to go in the opposite direction of what we find: for instance, one could imagine that as refinancing
increases and aggregate demand strengthens, that would lead to an increase in interest rates. While
these regressions are not as cleanly identified as our results using regional variation around QE1, we
find it encouraging that these aggregate time-series results are consistent with our model predictions.27
27 Results

are also similar when using only data from before 2008.
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VI.

A Model of Regional Heterogeneity and Monetary Policy

In this section, we move to a theoretical analysis of the interaction between monetary policy and regional heterogeneity that can be used to interpret our empirical results. Our goal is to clarify how
the regional equity distribution affects the transmission from interest rate cuts to both local and aggregate spending through the refinancing channel. Because the equity distribution is time varying,
we argue that this leads to situations where expansionary monetary policy provides the least stimulus to the places that need it most and thus faces a trade-off between stimulating aggregate spending
and increasing cross-regional consumption inequality. Our model includes many realistic features of
mortgage markets, including equilibrium effects between borrowers and lenders but is intentionally
stylized in many other dimensions, as the goal is to transparently illustrate how the refinancing channel of monetary policy interacts with the regional distribution of equity. Embedding our framework
into a richer DSGE structure might produce more realistic numerical results but would complicate the
analysis in a way that obscures the interaction between interest rates and local equity. As discussed in
Section VIII.A, complicating the analysis in this way would likely amplify many of our conclusions.
The starting point is a standard consumption-savings model with income shocks and borrowing
constraints as in Huggett (1993). To this standard framework, we add housing and mortgages. Houses
are subject to stochastic regional house price shocks, and agents can borrow against the value of
their homes using fixed-rate mortgages that can be refinanced by paying a fixed cost. We account
for equilibrium interactions between borrowers and lenders by assuming that mortgage payments are
received by lenders in the economy who potentially adjust consumption when borrowers refinance.
VI.A

Model Description

Environment. The economy is populated by a continuum of infinitely lived households, indexed
by i and located in region j = 1, 2, ..., J, and a representative lender.
Idiosyncratic Earnings.

ij

In each period t, household’s nominal earnings are given by yt , which

follows a random walk with drift,
ij

j

ij

ij

log(yt ) = µy + log(yt−1 ) + ε t
j

ij

with region-specific income drift µy and mean zero income shock ε t , which is i.i.d. over time but
possibly correlated both across and within regions.
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Assets and Liabilities.

ij

Households have access to a risk-free nominal asset at paying nominal inij

terest rate rt , with a no-borrowing constraint at ≥ 0. They are endowed with one unit of housing
j

with nominal price qt , which can be used as collateral for mortgage borrowing. House prices follow a
random walk with drift,
j

j

j

j

log(qt ) = µq + log(qt−1 ) + νt
j

j

where µq is region-specific trend house price growth and νt is a mean zero individual house price
shock that is i.i.d. over time but is perfectly correlated within a region.
We assume that both earnings and house prices are random walks for two reasons. The first is
computational: it allows us to reduce the state space, as we show in Online Appendix A. The second
is because it simplifies aggregation: households can be collected into regions and aggregated in a
straightforward manner without adding additional state variables because aggregate, regional, and
idiosyncratic household shocks enter symmetrically in the problem.
Since our empirical evidence focuses on refinancing for nonmoving households, we assume for
simplicity that agents cannot buy or sell houses and that mortgage debt is of infinite maturity. Nominal
ij

mortgage debt requires a constant mortgage payment rτm0 mτ0 every period, which is determined at the
moment of debt issuance τ0 . However, households can refinance their mortgage at any time τ > τ0
ij j

ij

by paying a fixed monetary cost Fτ qτ .28 We assume that Ft is an i.i.d. stochastic process that is
uncorrelated with house prices or income in order to generate heterogeneity in refinancing decisions
conditional on other household states and thus better fit the data, but our conclusions are similar if
this randomness is eliminated.
When refinancing, households lock in the current nominal interest rate rτm and future mortgage
ij

payments rτm mτ . Furthermore, we assume that when refinancing, households always borrow up to the
maximum amount allowed by the loan-to-value requirement γ. This simplifies the household decision
problem and computations in our benchmark model, but we show in Section VIII.C that relaxing this
ij

j

assumption has little effect on our conclusions. This implies that the new mortgage balance is mτ = γqτ
ij

ij

and that cashed-out equity is mτ − mτ0 . These borrowing constraints capture the primary features of
fixed-rate mortgages with options to refinance common in the US. Finally, we assume nominal interest
rates {rt , rtm } follow an exogenous Markov process, which we discuss in the calibration.
Household Problem. For notational clarity, we drop agent and region indices ij when describing the
28 We

assume the fixed cost is proportional to current house prices so that these costs remain relevant in the presence of
house price growth and because this is necessary to make the household value function homogeneous in house prices.
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household problem. We start by describing how households’ sequential budget constraints at time t
depend on refinancing decisions and then formally state the household problem and value function.
In a period where the household does not refinance, the sequential budget constraint is
pt ct + at+1 ≤ at (1 + rt ) + yt − γrτm0 qτ0
where ct is period t real consumption and pt is the price level. In a period where the household
refinances, the sequential budget constraint is
pt ct + at+1 ≤ at (1 + rt ) + yt − γrtm qt + γ(qt − qτ0 ) − Ft qt
In order to state the household problem recursively, we express all variables relative to house prices.
In particular, define x̃t =

qτ0
qt

as the inverse of accumulated equity and { ãt , ỹt , p̃t } as real assets, real

earnings, and consumption good prices in terms of house prices. Furthermore, in order to bound the
value function and ensure real variables have a well-defined stationary distribution, we exogenously
bound ỹ between [y, ȳ], and assume earnings and house prices grow on average at identical rates (i.e.,
µy = µq ). Finally, as with nominal interest rates, we assume p̃t follows an exogenous Markov process
which is possibly correlated with local house prices and earnings but grows on average at rate π.
Then, the value function of a household with assets ã, earnings ỹ, accumulated equity x̃, mortgage
rate and balance {r0m , γ x̃ }, and facing prices p̃, current nominal mortgage rate r m , nominal interest rate
r, and fixed cost F can be written recursively as,
V ( ã, ỹ, x̃, r0m , r m , r, F, p̃) = max{V nore f i ( ã, ỹ, x̃, r0m , r m , r, F, p̃), V re f i ( ã, ỹ, x̃, r m , r, F, p̃)}
V nore f i ( ã, ỹ, x̃, r0m , r m , r, F, p̃) = max u(c) + βE[V ( â0
{ â0 ,c}

s.t.

x̃ 0 0 0 m m0 0 0 0
, ỹ , x̃ , r0 , r , r , F , p̃ ))|(ỹ, x̃, r m , r, F, p̃)]
x̃

p̃c + â0 ≤ ã(1 + r ) + ỹ − γr0m x̃
â0 ≥ 0, c ≥ 0
log( x̃ 0 ) = −µq + log( x̃ ) − ν
log(ỹ0 ) = µy − µq + log(ỹ) + ε − ν

V re f i ( ã, ỹ, x̃, r m , r, F, p̃) = max u(c) + βE[V ( â0
{ â0 ,c}

s.t.

x̃ 0 0 x̃ 0 m m0 0 0 0
, ỹ , , r , r , r , F , p̃ ))|(ỹ, x̃, r m , r, F, p̃)]
x̃
x̃

p̃c + â0 ≤ ã(1 + r ) + ỹ − γr m + γ(1 − x̃ ) − F
â0 ≥ 0, c ≥ 0
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log( x̃ 0 ) = −µq + log( x̃ ) − ν
log(ỹ0 ) = µy − µq + log(ỹ) + ε − ν

Inspecting this problem, we can see the household’s incentives to refinance. When the current
interest rate r m is below the rate when the household last refinanced r0m , the household can secure a
permanently lower mortgage payment, even if house prices are unchanged. When the current house
price is above the price when the household last refinanced, the household can refinance to cash-out
accumulated equity

1
x̃t

even if rates have not changed, but then faces greater future mortgage payments.

Furthermore, when µq > 0, households accumulate equity, on average, when not refinancing. Once
enough time has passed to acquire substantial equity, it is optimal to refinance and cash out this equity.
This logic is typical of fixed adjustment cost models, where inaction is optimal until the state changes
enough to justify paying the fixed cost. These models are often stylized enough that the state-space
is one-dimensional with optimal policies characterized by a single adjustment "threshold." This is not
true in our setup since we have a richer state-space, with a state (assets ãt ) evolving endogenously
when not refinancing. Numerical solutions nevertheless yield refinancing decisions characterized by
threshold equity levels, which depend on assets, income, fixed costs, and interest rates.
Finally, in order to characterize policy functions numerically, it is helpful to eliminate a state variable. By assuming that households’ period utility function is u(ct ) =

c1t −σ
1− σ

with σ ≥ 1 and that p̃

is a random walk with a drift, we show in the Online Appendix that we can eliminate p̃ as a state
variable because the value function is homogenous of degree σ − 1 in p̃. We denote this transformed
value function J ( ã, ỹ, x̃, r0m , r m , r, F ). The Online Appendix also provides a detailed description of our
computational procedure. In practice, because we wish to compute aggregate consumption as well
as its cross-regional variance, we need p̃ to have a well-defined stationary distribution. As such, we
assume that consumption good prices are proportional to local house prices, implying that p̃ grows at
a constant rate π − µq and c̃ can be interpreted as real consumption.29
Regions.

Because we take income and prices as exogenous and abstract from moving, a region j

in this economy is simply a collection of households that experience common shocks to house prices
and income. Importantly, r m is not indexed by j, so there is a single common mortgage rate for all
regions. As discussed above and shown in Figure A-6, there is almost no spatial variation in mortgage
29 While

we make this assumption mainly for simplicity and convenience, Stroebel and Vavra (2018) show that local
retail prices indeed respond strongly to changes in local house prices. As an alternative, we have also performed all our
computations by exogenously bounding p̃ and our quantitative results are almost identical.
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rates in the data. Thus, we make this assumption for empirical realism. However, as we discuss
in Subsection VI.B, this also helps in moving from the regional responses to QE we measure in the
data to the aggregate counterfactuals in our model. In particular, since we take r m as exogenous
and consider policy experiments which alter this rate by fixed amounts, we do not need to specify
anything about regional credit supply.30 Finally, borrowers within a region have idiosyncratic income
and equity (due to idiosyncratic prior refinancing decisions) but face the same regional income and
house price shock and aggregate mortgage rate. Given these exogenous idiosyncratic and regional
state variables, regional borrower outcomes are just the sum of the optimal borrower decisions in a
region and aggregate borrower outcomes are the sum over all regions.
Mortgage Lenders.

The previous subsections fully characterize the regional and aggregate be-

havior of borrowers in the model, but they are insufficient to characterize the overall consumption
implications of the refinancing channel. This is because any change in mortgage liabilities and payments by borrowers necessarily means a change in mortgage assets and income for lenders, which
may in turn affect lenders’ consumption. For example, when borrowers refinance after a decline in
interest rates, the dividends accruing to lenders decrease, which should reduce their consumption (see
Greenwald, 2016).
As we discuss in Subsection VI.B, these aggregate lender consumption offsets are an important
reason why regional and aggregate responses to rate declines may not vary in the same way with
equity. While our empirical results can measure relative responses to interest rate changes across
regions with different equity, any aggregate equilibrium effects are differenced out and cannot be
identified. By including lenders in our structural model, we are thus attempting to quantify aggregate
equilibrium offsets that cannot be measured directly in the data.
Since we have no data on the regional distribution of lenders, we assume that there is a national
representative US lender. However, a large fraction of mortgage debt is ultimately held by foreign
lenders, and we do not want to count changes in their consumption as offsets against the consumption
of domestic borrowers. Thus, we assume that mortgage debt is paid into a mutual fund and that a
share θ of this fund is held by a representative US lender while share 1 − θ is held by foreign lenders
(e.g., Chinese investors). This means that the representative lender ultimately holds a fixed fraction
θ of outstanding mortgage debt. For simplicity, we assume the representative lender is a permanent
income consumer and receives certain dividend payments d from the mutual fund (a consequence of
30 Rate

equalization across space suggests perfectly elastic credit supply, but the partial equilibrium nature of our borrower
problem means we only care about r m and not the allocation of credit which generates this interest rate.
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a law of large numbers for households). Given a law of motion for dividends d0 = G̃ (.), the lender’s
value function is:
VR ( a R , d, r ) = max
u(c R ) + β R V ( a0R , d0 , r 0 )
0
c R ,a R

s.t.

c R + a0R ≤ a R (1 + r )e−π + θd
cR ≥ 0

Importantly, the law of motion will be determined in equilibrium as a function of the refinancing
decisions of all borrowers and the exogenous mortgage rate.31 This in turn makes lender consumption
an equilibrium object.
Finally, it is important to note that we always take the mortgage rate r m as exogenous, and our
policy experiments will involve changes in this rate. Thus, we implicitly assume that the Fed can
adjust credit supply by whatever amount is necessary to target a given r m . However, we do not care
directly about these balance sheet changes and instead care only about the resulting interest rate. This
is analogous to New Keynesian models where the Fed controls the interest rate with a Taylor rule
but where the open market operations necessary to achieve this rate are not specified since they are
irrelevant for model outcomes of interest.32
Recursive Equilibrium Definition.

A Recursive Equilibrium is an initial distribution S for { ã, ỹ, x̃, r0m , F }

across households i in regions j; initial lender assets a0R ; a law of motion for d0 , r m and r; value


functions J ( ã, ỹ, x̃, r0m , r m , r, F ), VR ( a R , d, r ); and policy functions â0 , c̃, x̃, Ire f i ( ã, ỹ, x̃, r0m , r m , r, F ) and

[ a0R , c R ] ( a R , d) such that
1. The policy functions solve households’ and lender’s problems.
2. For all realizations of {ỹt (i, j), x̃t (i, j), Ft (i, j), rtm , rt }∞
t=0 across households and regions (i, j ), the
law of motion for dividends G (S, r m , r ) implied by the policy functions is equal to the perceived
law of motion by lenders G̃ (.) and satisfies

dt =

Z h

i
re f i
re f i
m
(1 − It (i, j))γr0,t
(i, j) x̃t (i, j) + It (i, j) (γrtm + Ft (i, j) − γ(1 − x̃t (i, j))) didj

31 Since mortgage rates are exogenous, this is straightforward since we can calculate the present value response of dividends
to a decline in interest rates entirely from the borrower side and then separately calculate lender consumption responses.
32 We also make the technical assumption that consumption responses to exogenous changes in credit by the Fed are
identical to responses to changes in private lending so that we do not need to specify the share of total mortgage assets held
by the Fed.
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This equilibrium definition does not impose market clearing on the asset and consumption market because we take interest rates, goods and house prices, and income as exogenously determined.
However, the model endogenizes the effective interest rate (or return) received by mortgage lenders
and, as a result, the price of the aggregate portfolio of mortgages. We focus on endogenizing these
objects because they are crucial for determining lender consumption offsets which have the potential
to dampen the aggregate conclusions one would draw from our regional evidence. In contrast, endogenizing other additional prices and imposing additional market clearing would mostly introduce
effects orthogonal to our main channel of interest, or more importantly would typically amplify our
effects of interest. We discuss this in more detail in Section VIII.A and provide some quantitative
illustration of this point. Thus, our equilibrium definition specifically focuses on endogenizing the
first-order features that might undo our conclusions of interest. For simplicity and transparency we
abstract from other effects which would complicate our model but would likely amplify results.
VI.B

Understanding Model Assumptions to Move From Regions to Aggregates

While we have now completed the description of our model, before discussing calibration and results it
is useful to discuss the particular assumptions embedded in this model that allow us to infer aggregate
implications from cross-regional empirical evidence. When we turn to model results, we will discuss
a variety of outcomes simultaneously, but some of these outcomes rely on stronger assumptions than
others. It is useful to make these assumptions explicit. Doing so also motivates some of our additional
robustness exercises surrounding the stronger of these assumptions.
Specifically, we focus on how the response of aggregate refinancing and consumption to changes
in rates varies with the distribution of housing equity. Getting from regional refinancing responses
to aggregate refinancing responses requires two key assumptions: 1) Our policy experiment is an
aggregate mortgage rate shock and rates are equal in all regions; and 2) an individual borrower cares
only about his total equity and not its decomposition into regional and aggregate-driven components
when determining his demand for refinancing.33
As discussed above, the first assumption is directly supported in the data. Furthermore, the assumption that our policy experiment is an aggregate rate shock means that we only need to know
how demand for refinancing by borrowers varies with equity and do not have to specify anything
about credit supply.34 The second assumption implies that this refinancing-demand response does not
33 That

is, a borrower considering refinancing will look at his current mortgage balance and house value but does not care
about how the value of the house decomposes into individual, regional and aggregate components.
34 If we studied credit supply instead of rate shocks, we would need further assumptions on the regional and aggregate
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change as house price shocks become more or less aggregate.35 It can also be restated as an assumption
that the elasticity of mortgage demand to rate changes in a small open economy is the same as in a
closed economy. This assumption seems reasonable given the empirical evidence discussed above that
refinancing responses to QE varied with equity in the same way for states as for MSAs. Together, these
two assumptions are sufficient to move from regional to aggregate refinancing responses.
However, moving from regional refinancing responses to aggregate consumption responses requires
additional structure and assumptions. First, in contrast to aggregate refinancing responses, aggregate
consumption responses will depend on lender behavior. We thus show results for a variety of assumptions about lender offsets (see Section VIII.). Second, consumption behavior will depend on income
and house prices, which we take as exogenous. However, we provide evidence in our robustness
results that modeling additional equilibrium responses would likely amplify our conclusions. While
the exact magnitude of time-varying aggregate effects differs somewhat across a variety of robustness
specifications, the broad implications are very robust: as long as fewer households refinance in response to rate declines when they have less equity, aggregate refinancing will vary across time. And
as long as aggregate refinancing leads to aggregate consumption responses, there will be time-varying
effects of monetary policy on consumption through the refinancing channel.
Finally, it is worth highlighting several differences between our environment and prior literature
which attempts to infer some aggregate policy effect from regional elasticities. For example, a large literature has explored what aggregate implications can be drawn about government spending multipliers using regional evidence. In the government spending literature, the first challenge with identifying
aggregate multipliers from regional multipliers is that regional and aggregate changes in government
spending may have different equilibrium effects on taxes. For this reason, the literature often discusses
the “deficit-financed" multiplier, holding taxes constant, but this multiplier may still differ for regional
and aggregate government spending changes since these may have different effects on monetary policy
and interest rates. These concerns are largely absent in our context for several reasons. First, we are
not comparing a regional shock to an aggregate shock—we are just looking at how the effects of an
aggregate shock differ across space. Second, since our aggregate shock is a change in interest rates, we
do not need to worry about interest rate determination and potential differential interest rate feedback.
Instead, the most important reason one should not interpret the empirical regional effects we identify
as aggregate effects in our context comes from equilibrium consumption effects from lenders, which is
elasticity of credit supply in order to determine effects on mortgage rates.
35 Assumption 2 follows from (but is weaker than) our assumption that income and house price movements are exogenous
random walks.
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why we focus explicitly on modeling this feedback.
VI.C

Calibration Strategy

The model is annual and most parameters are standard. As is common in the risk-sharing literature,
we set σ = 2 to generate an intertemporal elasticity of substitution of 0.5. We assume a constant
nominal risk-free rate r = 0.03, inflation rate of π = 0.02, and set β = 0.95. For simplicity, we set β R =
1 −π
1+r e

so that lenders perfectly smooth consumption. For our baseline results, we assume the nominal

mortgage rate is constant at r m = 0.06 and then show the response to a one-time, unanticipated
permanent decline to r m = 0.05, which roughly matches 30-year fixed rates before and after QE1.
This specification illustrates effects transparently in the simplest possible environment and facilitates
numerical calculations, since it eliminates r m expectations from the value function. In Section VIII.,
we instead assume that r m follows an AR process and show that this delivers very similar quantitative
conclusions. We set γ = 0.8, so that new mortgages require 20 percent equity and θ = 0.5 to account
for the substantial fraction of US mortgage debt held abroad, either directly (about 20 percent in 2008
Flow of Funds data) or indirectly through ownership of other institutions (such as banks) that hold
mortgage debt. We show robustness to this assumption in Section VIII..
Following Kaplan and Violante (2010), income shocks are normally distributed with standard deviation of 0.1 to match earnings changes in PSID data. This is the total standard deviation of household
income, but some portion of income is common to households in a region. The standard deviation of
this common component is set to 0.025, to match our regional data. As described above, trend income
and house price growth are assumed identical. We calibrate house prices to match the annual growth
rate and standard deviation of nominal MSA house price changes from 1990-2014 in CoreLogic data of
0.025 and 0.065. We assume that in the stochastic steady state, shocks to house prices and income are
independent. This independence on average is assumed when households make their policy decisions,
but one of the primary questions we explore in our model is how particular realizations of shocks
affect the consequences of monetary policy. During the Great Recession, house prices fell substantially
on average but there were substantial differences across regions, which were highly correlated with
income changes. Since our empirical evidence is drawn from this period, we calibrate the remaining parameters of the model to match the distribution of house prices and income in 2008 and the
refinancing responses across regions following QE1. We call this calibration our baseline economy.
More specifically, to construct our baseline economy we initialize the model from the stochastic
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steady-state, but in period t we hit the economy with the aggregate house price decline of 12.5%
observed in 2008.36 Households are also hit with an additional regional house price shock which can
take the value -12.5%, 0%, +12.5% so that one-third of regions experience a total house price decline of
25%, one-third experience a decline of 12.5% and one-third experience no decline. The 25% decline is
picked to match the house price decline for the lowest housing equity quartile in our empirical analysis,
while the 0% change matches that in the highest housing equity quartile. This means regions in our
model can be mapped directly to those in our empirical analysis. Similarly, we calibrate regions so they
differ by -2SD, 0 and +2SD of the regional income shock. If these income shocks were uncorrelated
with house prices our simulated economy would have 9 regions, representing the 3x3 combinations
of house price and income shocks. However, we instead assume regional house price and income
shocks are perfectly correlated in our baseline model to match the very high correlation in the Great
Recession. This means our baseline economy effectively has three regions: relatively high house price
and income, middle house price and income and low house price and income.
Finally, the fixed cost process is calibrated to match the regional responses to mortgage rate reductions under QE1. In particular, we assume that each household draws an i.i.d. fixed cost each period
that can take on either a high or a low value and pick the levels of the high and low fixed costs and
their relative probabilities to target a monthly refinancing rate just prior to QE1 of 0.0025, an increase
in the refinancing rate of 0.0025 in the lowest house price region, an increase of 0.0075 in the middle
house price region, and an increase of 0.011 in the highest house price region. This matches the simple
elasticity in the data between house price growth and refinancing.
We calibrate to the 2008 period rather than the stochastic steady state for several reasons. First, this
is the period for which we have strong empirical evidence on the distribution of house price changes,
income and refinancing responses from our QE1 event study. Second, our loan-level data starts in
2005. It is unclear that any year over the housing boom-bust represents a "normal" steady-state period.
Furthermore, by design, monetary stimulus is correlated with recessions and so any empirical evidence on the effects of interest rate reductions is going to come from periods with negative aggregate
conditions. That is, any empirical measure of refinancing elasticities to interest rate reductions will
always be primarily identified from recession periods. Therefore, we explicitly target this elasticity
during such a period in the model. Finally, we focus on the elasticity of refinancing to interest rate
reductions across regions rather than aggregate changes in refinancing since aggregate relationships
36 Note

that this is just the one-year decline in house prices relevant for determining equity at the onset of QE1, not the
peak-to-trough decline in aggregate house prices.
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may be contaminated by other confounding unmodeled aggregate shocks.
Although not targeted by our calibration, we document in the Online Appendix that the householdlevel distribution of equity in the 2008 calibration of the model is a good fit to its empirical counterpart.
In both the model and data there is substantial household heterogeneity in equity, with a nontrivial
fraction of households more than 20% underwater. While it would be desirable to also compare model
and data relationships between home equity, financial assets, and consumption at either the household or regional level, unfortunately, the data necessary to make these comparisons does not exist.
Nevertheless, we view the model fit in the Online Appendix as well as the fact that the model reproduces cross-regional refinancing patterns before and after QE1 as a reassuring check on its quantitative
usefulness.
VI.D

Theoretical Results in the 2008 Baseline Economy

Figure IX shows the threshold property for refinancing decisions in a stationary environment with
permanently high or low mortgage rates for a household with median income and assets, as well
as in a nonstationary environment right after a permanent mortgage rate decline.37 The refinancing
equity threshold is lower when mortgage rates are permanently low than when they are permanently
high, leading to more frequent refinancing. More importantly, right after a mortgage rate decline,
households refinance at even lower levels of equity. Intuitively, refinancing is more frequent in an
economy with low mortgage rates because the cost of borrowing—future mortgage payments—is lower
while the benefit—equity cash-out net of fixed costs—is independent of mortgage rates.38
[FIGURE IX ABOUT HERE]
Figure X shows the impulse response of each region to a decline in mortgage rates from 0.06 to
0.05 in the baseline economy which matches economic conditions in 2008. The top panel shows the
change in the fraction of loans refinancing at a monthly rate. By construction, this matches the changes
in Figure III, since the model is calibrated to hit these numbers. Just as in the data, regions with high
equity are more likely to refinance in response to the decline in rates. The bottom panel shows that real
consumption also responds more in high-equity regions. While we do not have broad consumption
data at the regional level, this is consistent with empirical patterns for auto spending in Figure V.
[FIGURE X ABOUT HERE]
37 Since

households cannot sell housing, extractable equity is all equity above the fraction 1 − γ required when refinancing.
Appendix Figure A.11 shows how the refinancing threshold changes with assets and earnings.

38 Online
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We next compute aggregate consumption and the variance of log consumption across regions.
The solid lines in Figure XI show responses to the decline in mortgage rates in our 2008 baseline
economy and give our first important theoretical result: a reduction in interest rates increases aggregate
consumption but also increases the variance of consumption across regions. This increase in variance
occurs because consumption increases most in regions with high house prices.39 Since house prices and
income are correlated in this economy, these regions already have the highest income and consumption
before the interest rate declines. Thus, while monetary policy increases overall consumption, it does
so mainly by stimulating consumption in locations that are already doing relatively well.
[FIGURE XI ABOUT HERE]
This trade-off between aggregate stimulus and inequality is strongly suggested by our empirical
results showing a strong correlation between house prices, income, refinancing and auto spending
around QE. However, the model addresses the concern that 1) our empirical results measure only crossregional effects on borrowers and not offsetting aggregate effects from lenders and 2) we do not have
comprehensive empirical measures of regional consumption. Despite these potential concerns, our
model nevertheless implies that under economic conditions in 2008, rate declines moderately increased
aggregate consumption but that these benefits flowed most strongly to regions doing relatively well.
In terms of quantitative magnitudes, our model implies that a 1 percentage point rate decline
under economic conditions in 2008 leads to an increase in aggregate consumption of 0.41%. We show
below that this response more than doubles to 0.92% under economic conditions in 2001. For an
aggregate point of comparison, VAR-based estimates which do not allow for time-varying responses
imply aggregate consumption responses on the order of 0.5-2%. The standard errors in such time-series
estimates are large, but these numbers nevertheless suggest that the refinancing channel of monetary
policy is an important part of the overall monetary transmission mechanism, especially when there is
substantial housing equity in the economy.
What drives these aggregate effects and why do declines in lender consumption not fully offset increases in consumption by borrowers? First, some mortgage debt is owned by foreign lenders.
Second, borrowers consume a large fraction of extracted equity on impact while lenders smooth consumption by using the income they receive from future repayment of that borrowing, as shown in the
Online Appendix. To explore these effects more concretely, we decompose the IRF of consumption
39 Note that MPCs out of equity are mildly higher in the worst-off region relative to the best-off regions (0.52 vs 0.46) but
that substantially greater equity extraction in the best-off region swamps this difference in MPCs.
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on impact arising from two different channels: 1) intertemporal effects from changing the timing of
borrowing and lending and 2) wealth transfers between lenders and borrowers arising from changes
in the present value of monthly payments. The first channel represents pure cash-out effects taking the
present value of payments as given while the second channel arises from both changes in the mortgage
rate (holding mortgage balances constant) and from changes in the level of mortgage balances (holding rates constant).40 Importantly, channel 1) is identically zero for lenders since they only care about
the net present value of payments and not their timing. This means that this term is independent of
equilibrium effects arising from lender offsets and so will not vary with the foreign share of lenders.
We find that in our baseline calibration, the total aggregate consumption response on impact arising
from pure cash-out effects (i.e., the first channel) is 0.26%, relative to a total consumption response of
0.41%. Thus, in our baseline model, cash-out effects represent more than half of total aggregate effects.
Remaining effects arise from a net increase in domestic consumption as monthly mortgage payments
from borrowers to lenders decline. In our baseline model, these payment effects are fairly large, but
this depends importantly on the fact that a substantial fraction of lenders are abroad and so have
no effect on domestic consumption. In a closed economy version of the model in which all lenders
are domestic, the cash-out effect is again 0.26%, but the total effect falls to 0.25%, so that 105% of
the aggregate consumption response to interest rates on impact is driven by intertemporal cash-out
effects.41 Unsurprisingly, total aggregate consumption effects are even larger (0.57%) in a version of
the model where all lenders are foreign so that there are no lender consumption offsets. Together these
results show that equilibrium lender effects matter, but they do not completely undo the consumption
response of borrowers because of the presence of cash-out refinancing.
VI.E

Counterfactual Analysis

That our model reproduces the behavior of the economy just before and after QE1 gives us confidence
in using it for more ambitious counterfactual analysis. We now show that the theoretical effects of
monetary policy are highly nonlinear with respect to the regional distribution of housing equity. This
means that accounting for time variation in this distribution, which we documented in Section V., is
crucial for correctly predicting the aggregate and regional consequences of monetary policy.
40 Formally, we measure effect 2 by computing the net present value of payment changes for both borrowers and lenders
and multiplying that times the domestic MPC out of wealth for borrowers and lenders. Effect 1 is then the difference between
this payment effect and the total consumption response on impact.
41 The small effect of the payment channel is consistent with the logic in Greenwald (2016). The payment effect is slightly
negative in the closed economy because the MPC out of permanent shocks for borrowers is slightly less than 1.
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VI.E.1

2008 vs. 2001 Economic Conditions

Figure XI compares the impulse response function of aggregate refinancing activity, aggregate consumption, and cross-regional consumption inequality to an interest rate shock in the 2008 baseline
model to that which would occur if regional house price patterns in 2008 had instead looked like
those in 2001. Under the 2001 model distribution of shocks, house prices are constant for the lowest
one-third of regions, rise by 5% for the middle third, rise by 10% for the highest third of regions, and
regional house prices and income are uncorrelated.
As seen in Figure XI, changing the equity distribution dramatically changes the consequences of
monetary policy. In 2001, the same decline in interest rates raises aggregate consumption by 2.25 times
as much as in 2008.42 This means QE1 would have had much larger stimulative effects if enacted under
the equity distribution in 2001 as opposed to 2008. There are two reasons for the larger consumption
response. First, as shown in the top panel, the aggregate refinancing response to the rate decline
is nearly twice as large in 2001 because fewer borrowers are underwater. Second, households that
refinance have more equity to extract in 2001, which contributes to an additional consumption boost.
Interestingly, as seen in the middle panel of the figure, inequality across regions falls mildly when
rates fall in 2001 so that there is not always a trade-off between stimulus and cross-regional inequality.
[FIGURE XII ABOUT HERE]
To understand why the 2008 distribution of equity makes refinancing respond less to monetary
policy than in 2001, it is useful to illustrate how equity interacts with refinancing decisions. The three
upward sloping lines in Figure XII show the probability of refinancing as a function of extractable
equity under different interest rate policies. These are analogous to the thresholds in Figure IX but
averaging over the joint distribution of assets and income rather than conditioning on a particular value
of these variables. When the interest rate is permanently 0.05 (the solid blue line; the color version
of this figure is available online) households are more willing to extract equity than when the interest
rate is permanently 0.06 (the dashed red line) since borrowing is less costly. This means that the solid
refinancing hazard line lies slightly above the dashed refinancing hazard line. The dotted yellow line
is the most interesting since it shows the refinancing probability in the period when interest rates fall
from 0.06 to 0.05. When rates fall, many more households refinance since refinancing delivers the
42 Specifically,

consumption rises by 0.41% in the first year in 2008 vs. 0.92% in 2001. The consumption of borrowers rises
by 0.56% in 2008 and 1.15% in 2001, so lender offsets are similar in both years.
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benefit of extracting equity plus the benefit of locking in a lower rate. This means that the dotted line
is substantially above the dashed line.
The vertical distance between the dotted and dashed lines shows the fraction of households who
are induced to refinance by the interest rate decline at each level of extractable equity. The aggregate
increase in refinancing induced by the rate decline will then be the vertical difference between the
dotted and dashed lines, weighted by the distribution of equity when the interest rate falls. This means
that when the distribution of equity changes, the aggregate refinancing response to rate declines will
change. The distribution of equity in our 2008 calibration is shown in green (square markers) and that
in 2001 is shown in purple (round markers). In 2008, the distribution of equity shifts left and fans
out relative to 2001. On net, this leaves much less mass of the equity distribution in the region where
the difference between the dotted and dashed lines is large. That is, fewer refinancing decisions are
triggered by rate declines in 2008 and so the refinancing impulse response to interest rates is reduced.
VI.E.2

Housing Equity Statistics and the Consequences of Monetary Policy

The distribution of equity in 2008 in the model is different in three ways from 2001: it has a lower
mean, greater cross-regional variance and greater correlation between regional income and regional
equity. To illustrate how each channel interacts with monetary policy, beginning from the 2008 baseline
we show simple comparative statics in each moment.43
[FIGURE XIII ABOUT HERE]
Panel (a) of Figure XIII shows the effect of changing the mean of the equity distribution at the time
of a decline in interest rates. As the level of house prices rises, both inequality and aggregate consumption respond by more to the same decline in interest rates. Aggregate consumption responses increase
with house prices, since more households are pushed into the part of the equity distribution where
refinancing decisions respond to rate changes, and households also have more equity to consume conditional on refinancing. Cross-regional inequality responds more to rate declines when house prices
rise because refinancing decisions and resulting consumption responses are highly convex in equity.
In regions with negative equity, few households refinance and consumption responses are always near
zero. This is true whether households are deeply underwater or only mildly underwater. In contrast,
the consumption response to interest rates increases rapidly with equity as equity rises. This means
43 Moving

from the solid blue line to the dashed red line in each figure roughly corresponds to changing from the 2008
value to the 2001 value of that moment while holding all others at the 2008 value.
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that shifting the distribution of the equity to the right has no effect on consumption responses for those
on the left side of the distribution, while it increases them substantially for those on the right side of
the distribution. Since initial levels of equity and income are positively correlated in our 2008 baseline,
an increase in average equity increases the response of cross-regional inequality to rate declines.
Panel (b) of Figure XIII shows the effects of changing the variance of equity across regions. An
increase in the variance of equity amplifies both the response of consumption inequality and aggregate
consumption to rate declines. The intuition is almost identical to that for the effects of mean shifts and
again follows immediately from Figure XII. Moving households with low equity to even lower equity
has no effect on consumption responses to monetary policy, since these households do not refinance
anyway. In contrast, additional equity amplifies the consumption response of those households on the
right side of the distribution with substantial equity.
Finally, Panel (c) of Figure XIII shows effects of changing the correlation between income and
equity. If income and equity are uncorrelated, then interest rate declines have almost no effect on
cross-regional inequality and when income and equity are negatively correlated, declines in interest
rates substantially reduce cross-regional inequality. In contrast, the correlation between income and
equity has almost no effect on aggregate consumption impulse responses. The intuition for inequality
effects is straightforward. Consumption levels are higher in high-income than low-income regions.
Consumption responses to interest rate changes are higher in high-equity than in low-equity locations.
Thus, when income and equity are correlated, interest rate declines exacerbate the initial consumption
inequality. If income and house prices are instead uncorrelated, as in the stochastic steady state or our
2001 calibration, then changes in consumption when interest rates fall are largely uncorrelated with
initial levels of consumption. If instead they are negatively correlated, then inequality is reduced.
The intuition for the lack of aggregate effects is slightly more subtle and reflects two offsetting
forces. Overall, consumption growth is largest for regions with high house price growth and low
income, since they have more equity and are also more liquidity constrained. However, low-income
regions also have lower initial consumption levels than high-income regions. This means that the
change in consumption levels for high-equity, high-income regions is similar to that of high-equity, lowincome regions, so that changing the proportion of such regions by altering the correlation between
income and house prices has a negligible effect on aggregate consumption responses.
Of course, as shown in Figure XII, the interaction between refinancing and the equity distribution
is highly nonlinear, so the effects of changing any one moment of the equity distribution will always
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depend on the initial distribution of equity. For example, effects of a given aggregate house price shock
on monetary policy will depend on both the initial mean and variance of equity, since both features
of the initial distribution will determine how the mean shift interacts with nonlinear refinancing decisions. The above analysis shows the effects of particular changes under the 2008 initial distribution,
but the policy function in Figure XII implies the equity distribution will matter much more generally.
An additional robustness analysis in the Online Appendix illustrates this more concretely by showing that shifts in the mean (µ) of the equity distribution have effects on monetary policy that depend
on the standard deviation (σ) of the distribution. In particular, we have just shown that the aggregate
consumption response to rate cuts grows with mean equity:
show that this positive relationship is diminishing with σ:

∂IRF
∂µ

∂2 IRF
∂µ∂σ

> 0. In the Online Appendix we
< 0. That is, the same increase in

mean house prices has a smaller effect on the response of consumption to rate drops in a high σ environment. This is because when σ is large, more households are either deeply underwater or have so
much equity that they will extract it even without a decrease in rates. A rightward shift in the equity
distribution then has relatively modest effects, since it does not induce deeply underwater households
to refinance, and makes households with substantial equity even less sensitive to monetary policy.
These results demonstrate that the effects of shocks to average equity for monetary policy cannot be
determined without knowing the full equity distribution. A corollary of this result is that understanding the refinancing channel of monetary policy requires a full accounting of the distribution of equity
and so cannot be analyzed in frameworks which abstract from heterogeneity.

VII.

Interaction with Mortgage Modification Policies

The analysis thus far argues that monetary policy in 2008 provided the least stimulus to regions which
needed it most and that this dampened its aggregate effects. We now show that various complementary mortgage modification programs which capture elements of policies implemented in the Great
Recession can boost the effectiveness of monetary policy in such situations.
We explore two mortgage modification policies: "debt forgiveness" and "relaxed refinancing requirements." We intentionally implement these policies in a stylized fashion in order to starkly illustrate their interactions with monetary policy, but the first policy captures elements of the mortgage
write-downs available to some borrowers under HAMP, while the second is more similar to the HARP
program.44 We model debt forgiveness by assuming that a portion of mortgage debt for any household
44 Existing research has shown that institutional features such as servicer participation and market power matter for the
consequences of these policies as actually implemented (Agarwal et al., 2017a,b). Also, especially with modification pro-
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that is underwater in 2008 is forgiven. In particular, all households with an LTV greater than γ have
their loans adjusted so that LTV=γ.45 Importantly, this debt write-down is larger than typical debt
forgiveness under HAMP. Again, we are not trying to provide a quantitative evaluation of HAMP and
instead just want to illustrate interactions between debt forgiveness and monetary policy under a very
simple policy experiment. Under the relaxed refinancing requirements policy, we allow underwater
households to refinance rates without meeting the LTV requirement. To reflect the fact that these policies also explicitly eliminated appraisal and other fees associated with refinancing, we assume that
underwater households can refinance without paying the fixed cost under both policies.
[FIGURE XIV ABOUT HERE]
Panel (a) of Figure XIV shows the response to these modification programs, holding interest rates
constant. That is, it shows the effects of the programs alone with no simultaneous monetary policy
change. The debt reduction program increases total consumption in the economy as it redistributes
resources from unconstrained lenders to more constrained borrowers.46 It also reduces cross-regional
inequality, since debt forgiveness is available only to underwater households. In contrast, relaxing refinancing requirements has no effect when interest rates are held constant because underwater households have no reason to refinance, even if it is costless, when rates are constant. Thus, this policy has
no effect in the model unless accompanied by a reduction in mortgage rates.
Panel (b) of Figure XIV shows the response to simultaneously lowering rates and implementing
mortgage modification. That is, it shows the combined effects of these policies. For comparison,
we also show the baseline economy with a rate decline but no mortgage modification. Relative to the
baseline, the combined policies lead to larger increases in spending and smaller increases in inequality.
Since impulse responses in panel (b) of Figure XIV are computed relative to an economy without
either mortgage modification or monetary policy, they tell us the combined effects of these policies. In
contrast, panel (c) isolates impacts of monetary policy from the direct effects of mortgage modification.
In particular, we compute consumption statistics with both rate declines and mortgage modification
relative to an economy with mortgage modification but no rate decline. Clearly, the presence of either
grams, which in practice usually focus on delinquent borrowers, moral hazard is an important concern that we do not
consider. We are not evaluating the specifics of program implementations in the Great Recession or the detailed institutional design of any such programs. We are instead interested in the broad ways in which such programs, independently
implemented by the fiscal authority, might affect the consequences of monetary policy.
45 We account for the negative effect of this policy on lenders, although in reality, lenders would likely be compensated
by the government, which in turn would raise taxes. But these taxes would likely be borne disproportionately by the richer
lenders. Even with lump-sum taxes from all households, borrowers with forgiven debt would receive a net transfer.
46 These effects are tiny on impact but grow with time. This is consistent with conclusions in Ganong and Noel (2017) that
debt forgiveness has little effect on consumption if, as in our experiment, households still have no equity after forgiveness.
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modification program increases the effectiveness of monetary policy and reduces its inequality effects.
Interestingly, from the perspective of monetary policy, these two mortgage modification programs
work nearly identically. Both policies increase the sensitivity of underwater households to changes in
rates and so amplify the response of spending to interest rate declines. The fact that debt forgiveness
has larger effects than relaxed refinancing requirements in panel (b) arises because this policy has direct
effects on the economy independently of rate changes, while the relaxed refinancing requirements
policies work only through their interaction with interest rates. Since debt forgiveness has both direct
effects as well as interaction effects with monetary policy, the combined effects are ultimately larger.
However, implications for the efficacy of monetary policy are nearly identical.
Thus, even though the regional distribution of shocks in 2008 substantially hampered monetary
policy transmission, there is at least some scope for mitigating these effects under such conditions.
Policies that help underwater households refinance can interact importantly with interest rate changes
to amplify effects of monetary policy and minimize their consequences for cross-regional inequality.

VIII.

Robustness and Model Extensions

In this section, we consider many model extensions and show that time variation in the consequences of
monetary policy continues to hold. While the quantitative magnitudes vary a bit across specifications,
the qualitative conclusions are very robust since they are driven by two simple features of the economy:
1) underwater households cannot refinance without putting new cash into the house, which makes
policy functions very nonlinear in equity, and 2) the regional distribution of equity changes over time.
Time-varying refinancing responses to rate changes arise immediately from the interaction of these two
features. Since this nonlinearity is highly robust across models (and indeed in any reasonable model,
underwater households should not be able to refinance and tap into home equity), it is unsurprising
that our conclusions are equally robust. Our discussion is intentionally brief but additional details are
provided in the Online Appendix for interested readers.
VIII.A

General Equilibrium Effects

Our baseline analysis allows for equilibrium offsets from the interaction between borrowers and
lenders, but the size of these offsets depends on the domestic share of lenders. Our baseline assumes
50 percent of mortgage payments ultimately go to non-US lenders, but measuring the foreign share of
lenders is difficult since a large share of mortgage debt is held by commercial banks, which are owned
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in part by foreigners. As an additional robustness exercise, we explore two extreme assumptions for
mortgage debt holdings. This also allows us to assess the importance of equilibrium lender forces for
our results.47 As the foreign share of lenders declines, equilibrium offsets grow in importance and
aggregate consumption responds less to rate cuts. However, short-run effects remain positive even in
the unrealistic case where all mortgage payments go to domestic households, so none of our conclusions about short-run stimulus-inequality trade-offs are altered. This is because, as discussed above,
cash-out refinancing is an important part of stimulus effects. Since we assume lenders are equally
distributed geographically, their behavior is irrelevant for cross-regional results.
While we endogenize lender offsets, our model treats income and house prices as exogenous to
simplify the analysis and provide more transparent intuition for our main mechanism. However,
endogenizing income and house prices in a more fully fledged DSGE framework should amplify
our conclusions. We find that refinancing activity and consumption responses to interest rates are
stronger in well-off regions. If some portion of spending is on nontradable goods and if greater
mortgage borrowing drives up house prices, then income and house prices will rise more in initially
well-off locations, amplifying initial inequality. Similarly, endogenizing aggregate income and house
prices will amplify aggregate time variation if greater aggregate spending generates greater aggregate
income, as in New Keynesian models. In fact, in the representative agent model of Greenwald (2016),
endogenizing house prices indeed amplifies the feedback from equity shocks to monetary stimulus.48
To provide some quantitative evaluation of equilibrium income effects, we solve a simple extension
j

of our model which partially accounts for this feedback. In particular, let ∆ct be the response of
consumption in region j to the decline in r m for t = 2001 and t = 2008 in our baseline model with
exogenous income. Now, instead of assuming income is fixed when r m declines, we assume that
j

income in region j rises by γ∆ct when r m declines and that households take this income response
into account when making their refinancing and consumption decisions. This model thus accounts for
part of the equilibrium response of income to changes in demand under fixed prices. In particular,
it accounts for the “first round" of the response of income to changes in demand but is not a full
characterization of equilibrium income responses since it does not account for further multiplier effects
beyond this first-round response. However, this allows us to provide some partial assessment of the
role of equilibrium feedback without solving for the full equilibrium fixed point.
Online Appendix Figure A-15 shows results for this model, calibrating γ = 0.40 to match a simple
47 Note

that this is isomorphic to changing the MPC out of permanent income for lenders and so also provides robustness
to changing the consumption behavior of lenders.
48 We thank Dan Greenwald for computing these results.
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measure of the nontradable share of nonhousing personal consumption expenditures in 2008 and
2009.49 This figure shows that, as anticipated, time variation in both cross-regional and aggregate
effects are both amplified by including endogenous income feedback but the basic qualitative patterns
are unchanged.50 Since the quantitative size of “second-round" consumption effects is an order of
magnitude smaller than first-round effects, computing the more complicated full equilibrium income
response would likely deliver very similar effects.
We also take aggregate inflation as exogenous. If inflation rises when interest rates fall, this introduces a nominal debt revaluation effect which transfers resources from lenders to borrowers. Such
interactions are previously explored extensively in Auclert (2017).
Finally, we take both r and r m as given and do not impose liquid asset market clearing. However,
when r m falls, liquid savings rise mildly. If we imposed asset market clearing, this would lead to a
small decline in r and increase consumption through standard intertemporal-substitution channels.
Furthermore, this asset response increases with the strength of the refinancing response to r m . Thus,
imposing asset market clearing would complicate the model but amplify our effects.
VIII.B

Accounting for Additional Heterogeneity

VIII.B.1

ARM Shares

Our baseline analysis assumes that all mortgages have fixed rates. In reality, a substantial fraction
of households have adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs) whose rates reset even if households do not
refinance. The presence of ARMs has some potential to change the refinancing channel of monetary
policy. On the one hand, with ARMs, payments decrease when rates decline even if households do
not refinance. To the extent that borrowers have higher MPCs than lenders, this should amplify the
spending response to monetary policy (e.g., Auclert, 2017). On the other hand, the presence of ARMs
reduces the interaction between cash-out decisions and interest rate declines since households do not
need to accelerate equity extraction to take advantage of lower rates today. This makes cash-out-based
spending less responsive to monetary policy.
Accounting for ARMs also potentially matters for cross-regional inequality, since ARM shares of
49 Using larger values of γ leaves the qualitative conclusions unchanged but, unsurprisingly, modestly amplifies the importance of equilibrium income feedback. We classify the following BEA spending categories as nontradable: food services and
accommodations, health care, motor vehicle services, ground and water public transportation, recreation services, nursery,
elementary and secondary education, commercial and vocational schools, professional and other services, personal care and
clothing services, social services and religious activities, and household maintenance.
50 In the model with exogenous income, the r m decline raises aggregate consumption (regional variance) by 0.4% (16.5%)
in 2008 and 0.96% (-3.7%) in 2001. With partially endogenous income, the r m decline raises aggregate consumption (regional
variance) by 0.43% (17.7%) in 2008 and 1.26% (-4.3%) in 2001.
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outstanding loans in November 2008 were higher in MSAs with lower equity. We show these patterns
in the Online Appendix. ARM shares increased more during the boom years in areas with larger
price increases, which subsequently experienced larger busts. Since ARMs were more prevalent in
low-equity regions, it is possible more mortgages experienced rate declines in these regions despite
our previous evidence that fixed-rate mortgages were less likely to be refinanced.
The importance of ARM offsets depends crucially on what fraction of ARM borrowers actually saw
rate resets after QE1. There are many reasons why not all ARM borrowers benefit from rate declines:
(i) most ARMs are "hybrids" with initial fixed-rate periods of 3-10 years, (ii) ARMs typically have "rate
floors," which are often set at the initial rate of the loan, and (iii) the initial fixed-rate period often coincides with an interest-only (IO) period during which the borrower pays only interest and not principal.
When the IO period ends, required payments jump up, which can more than offset simultaneous rate
decreases. The Online Appendix shows the share of ARMs that experience significant rate reductions
of 1 percentage point or more from November 2008 – June 2009 against Emed
j,Nov2008 . Cross-MSA differences in rate resets are muted relative to differences in ARM shares. Overall, the variation in ARM
resets with Emed
j,Nov2008 is less than half that of FRM refinancing propensities so that declines in effective
rates were still larger in high equity MSAs after accounting for ARMs.
To explore the role of ARMs for our theoretical results, we solve a model in which some households
borrow using FRMs while others use ARMs. ARMs in the model adjust every period to the current
mortgage rate, and we calibrate regional ARM shares to match the data.51 In light of the above
discussion, this overstates the actual cross-regional variation in ARM resets after QE1. Thus, it is a
conservative upper bound on the extent to which ARMs change our results. However, even under
this conservative calibration, ARMs have little effect on our conclusions. Low-equity regions have
more ARM but fewer FRM rate resets. On net, the FRM effect dominates so that there are more rate
reductions in high-equity regions. Moreover, low-equity regions have no cash-out activity since there
is no equity to remove, while high-equity regions have significant cash-out and spending response to
rate declines.52
We also separately decompose the role of ARM and FRM borrowers in determining aggregate
time-series variation in spending responses to rate declines. Clearly, time variation is much larger for
FRM borrowers than ARM borrowers, and aggregate spending patterns are much closer to those of
51 We assume that the mortgage rate on ARMs and FRMs is identical and so abstract from yield-curve effects emphasized
by Guren, Krishnamurthy, and McQuade (2017). However, due to the ZLB, long rates actually respond more than short rates
to QE, so our assumption is relatively conservative.
52 Since this result is driven by variation in equity, it is consistent with results in Di Maggio et al. (2017) that after
conditioning on equity, greater ARM shares are associated with larger spending responses to rate changes.
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FRM borrowers since they are a larger share of the economy. However, the spending response of ARM
borrowers still declines by 20% in 2008 relative to 2001. It is also interesting to note that in 2001, FRM
borrowers respond more to rate declines than ARM borrowers, in contrast to typical intuition that
more flexible mortgages amplify responses to monetary policy. This is because when FRM borrowers
actively refinance, they also extract equity and thus front-load their increase in spending, while passive
rate resets under ARMs do not result in equity extraction.
VIII.B.2

Strength of Cross-regional Effects

Our baseline model calibrates refinancing costs to match the raw correlation between refinancing and
equity across regions in the data after QE1. However, as discussed earlier, the strength of this relationship depends on what additional covariates are included in regressions. To explore the robustness of
our results to smaller responsiveness of local refinancing to housing equity, we solve a model with less
regional heterogeneity in refinancing by doubling fixed costs, which roughly halves the cross-regional
differences in refinancing after QE1. Clearly the exact magnitude of our effects is moderately reduced,
but the qualitative patterns remain unchanged and time variation remains economically significant.
VIII.B.3

Preceding Booms

Does the boom-bust nature of the Great Recession where regions with the largest house price declines
previously had the largest house price booms change our implications for cross-regional inequality?
To assess this, we repeat our baseline exercise but in a model where the house price bust is preceded
by a boom of equal magnitude. We find that our conclusions are unchanged in such an exercise.
VIII.C

Endogenous Cash-out

In our baseline model, we abstract from the distinction between cash-out and non-cash-out refinancing
by assuming households always extract all available equity when refinancing. We make this assumption largely for tractability, but find that it makes little difference for our conclusions. In particular,
the Online Appendix shows that our results are very similar in a model where households can choose
between a cash-out refi, modeled as before, and a pure rate refi, in which they lower their rate but do
not cash-out any equity. Allowing households to choose between cash-out and non-cash-out refi makes
little difference because households in high-equity locations typically extract equity when refinancing
anyway, and households in low-equity locations on average have little equity to extract, so that the
distinction between a cash-out and a rate refi is less relevant.
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VIII.D

Interest Rate Process

In our baseline, we assume mortgage rates are constant across time and show responses to one-time
unanticipated declines in these rates. In response to QE1, mortgage rates declined and remained low
for an extended period of time. This one-time shock results in the simplest environment and increases
the computational tractability of the model, which allows some of the robustness exercises in this
section. However, we also explored how our results change when r m instead follows an AR process,
with persistence of 0.89 and standard deviation of 0.0055 to match 30-year mortgage rates from 19902015. We find that our results are quantitatively similar under both specifications. Given this, we use
the simpler one-time shock as our baseline.
Our baseline model also assumes that monetary policy lowers the long-term mortgage rate r m but
not the short rate r. This describes the behavior of rates during QE1 since short-term rates were at the
zero lower bound. However, monetary policy typically results in both rates falling. We find that our
results are similar when we lower both r and r m to maintain a constant spread. This means that our
results apply to QE1, but also to more conventional monetary policy since Gilchrist, Lopez-Salido, and
Zakrajsek (2015) argue that "the efficacy of unconventional policy in lowering real borrowing costs is
comparable to that of conventional policy" throughout the yield curve. Since both conventional and
unconventional monetary policy move mortgage rates, our results thus apply to monetary policy in
general.53 However, our results are quite different when we instead lower only r and not r m . This
experiment shows that the time-varying effects of monetary policy that we emphasize in this paper
work through the refinancing channel since the standard intertemporal channel arising from pure
changes in short rates is both small and invariant to the distribution of equity.
VIII.E

Income Process

The solution to the equity extraction problem balances transaction costs against the desire to extract
housing equity. Since our baseline model includes only permanent income shocks, desired equity
extraction is largely determined by past and current house price shocks and interest rate behavior
rather than by a desire to smooth transitory income shocks. Introducing persistent but not permanent
53 Using the high-frequency monetary policy shocks from Gertler and Karadi (2015), we have explored whether the passthrough of short-term monetary policy shocks to mortgage rates varies with house price growth in the economy. Running a
regression of monthly changes in the 30-year FRM rate on federal funds rate shocks interacted with annual national house
price growth, we find strong pass-through of the federal funds rate to mortgage rates but no interaction with house price
growth. This suggests that any time variation in the transmission of short to long rates that might exist in the data is
orthogonal to time variation in the refinancing channel of monetary policy arising from movements in the distribution of
equity.
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income shocks would substantially complicate the model solution, but it is straightforward to introduce
completely transitory income shocks and thus a role for equity extraction in smoothing income shocks.
Doing so yields results that are very similar to the baseline model.54 Furthermore, our baseline analysis
assumes that regional income and house price shocks are uncorrelated. Since one of our points is that
the correlation between regional income and house prices changes across time, it is not obvious what
the correct correlation to feed into the model is. Nevertheless, we find that our baseline findings are
relatively conservative since results are amplified if we instead assume that regional income and house
price shocks are perfectly correlated.
VIII.F

Amortization and Lifecycle Effects

Our model features interest-only mortgages and so households do not accumulate equity through
amortization. This means that our baseline calibration may understate the speed of equity accumulation in the data. Since households cannot buy or sell housing in our baseline model, faster house
price growth is similar to including amortization, and we find that our conclusions are amplified if we
increase house price growth. Thus, our baseline is again relatively conservative. Furthermore, lifecycle
effects mean that households tend to accumulate equity as they age. Lifecycle effects can potentially
have interesting interactions with the refinancing channel of monetary policy, as explored thoroughly
in Wong (2016). As Wong emphasizes, these effects may change over time with population aging, but
this is due to long-run secular trends and thus unlikely to drive the variation in effects of monetary
policy at business cycle frequencies, which are the focus of our analysis. We thus abstract from lifecycle
effects since they would substantially complicate our analysis by introducing another state variable.55
VIII.G

Housing Adjustment and Default

We do not allow households to buy/sell housing or default on mortgages. Allowing households to
move to extract equity would complicate the setup but would produce similar nonlinear interactions
between equity and consumption. Introducing a construction sector and endogenous housing should
also amplify our results. When households have more equity, there is more scope to purchase larger
houses and increased housing demand will 1) drive up house prices and amplify initial equity differences and 2) drive up construction, amplifying initial income differences.
Introducing an option to default and move to rental housing should similarly amplify cross54 The

standard deviation of these temporary shocks is set to 0.05 to match various estimates from earnings data.
also that our empirical results explicitly control for cross-regional variation in demographics.

55 Note
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regional effects, especially in an environment with endogenous house prices. Only underwater households face default risk. When rates fall, mildly underwater households may put cash into their homes
to refinance, lower payments, and avoid default but this is infeasible for deeply underwater households. As foreclosures have negative spillovers to local house prices, the places initially hit by large
house price declines may enter house-price-foreclosure spirals. Since underwater homeowners in these
locations have little ability to refinance into lower payments, rate declines will have little effect on default in the hardest hit locations and, thus, limited ability to arrest such foreclosure spirals.56

IX.

Conclusions

The Great Recession led to a prolonged period of monetary stimulus throughout much of the developed world. These policies are typically studied through the lens of representative agent New
Keynesian models, which emphasize the importance of intertemporal substitution. In this paper, we
explore a complementary channel of monetary transmission through collateralized lending and show
that understanding this channel requires moving beyond a representative borrower. Nonlinear interactions between collateral constraints, refinancing, and spending mean that the distribution of housing
equity plays a crucial role in the economy’s response to interest rate declines.
Using an equilibrium, heterogeneous household model of mortgage borrowing, we argue that
the cross-regional distribution of housing equity during the Great Recession hampered the ability of
monetary policy to stimulate aggregate spending through the refinancing channel. Furthermore, large
variation in house price growth that was strongly correlated with local economic activity meant that
monetary stimulus largely flowed to the locations which needed it least. These theoretical conclusions
rest on the distribution of equity, which is assumed away in typical representative agent analyses.
Under alternative distributions of housing equity, such as that observed in 2001, aggregate monetary
stimulus is much more powerful and can potentially moderate regional business cycles.
We provide evidence of these collateral effects using novel household-level data on mortgage debt
and refinancing. We show that after QE1, there was an aggregate increase in refinancing but that there
was little response in the hardest hit regions, where many households were underwater. The empirical
distribution of house price growth was quite different during the 2001 recession: aggregate house price
growth was positive throughout the recession, and regional house price growth was uncorrelated with
56 Of

course, the welfare consequences of default must also account for the fact that homeowners may get some benefit from
living in their homes during lengthy foreclosure processes and could get some benefit in certain situations from strategic
default. However, we make no claims on the welfare consequences of default and merely argue that it would amplify the
effects of cross-regional equity on monetary policy that are the focus of our analysis.
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local unemployment. Consistent with our theoretical predictions, there was much more refinancing
activity during the 2001 easing cycle than during the Great Recession, and refinancing was actually
more common in regions with high unemployment. Thus, the data confirms that variation over time in
the collateral distribution is key for understanding the time-varying consequences of monetary policy.
Our data come from the US mortgage market, so our analysis focuses on regional house price
shocks since they are the dominant source of shocks to home equity. Changes in the distribution of
other types of collateral will generate many of the same implications for monetary policy, but the
relevant sources of shocks and heterogeneity may differ. For example, sectoral shocks may play an
important role in influencing the distribution of collateral across firms and influence the response
of investment to monetary policy through similar mechanisms. Variation across time in economic
activity and its correlation with housing equity and other forms of collateral is also not unique to the
US. Europe has experienced persistent cross-country differences in economic growth that are highly
correlated with house price movements. While the prominence of fixed-rate mortgages and other
institutional features of mortgage contracts differs between the US and Europe and across countries
within Europe, Section VIII.B.1 shows that our conclusions are not particularly sensitive to variation
in fixed-rate shares. We leave a more thorough analysis of the effects of the collateral distribution in
these alternative contexts to future work, but our analysis suggests that central banks are likely to face
trade-offs which vary importantly with the distribution of collateral. Since this distribution varies over
time, tracking its evolution is crucial for accurately assessing the effects of monetary policy (see Fuster,
Guttman-Kenney, and Haughwout, 2018, for an effort along these lines).
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Supplementary Material
An Online Appendix for this article can be found at The Quarterly Journal of Economics online.
Code replicating tables and figures in this article can be found in Beraja et al. (2018), in the Harvard
Dataverse, doi:10.7910/DVN/GETNJK.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(7)

Y
Y
Y
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0.30
4,572

1.694***
(0.186)

(8)

Y
Y
Y
0.90
0.38
4,572

0.190
(0.534)

-0.305*
(0.170)

-0.188
(0.393)

-0.231***
(0.0881)

-1.238***
(0.409)

-0.0326***
(0.00521)

-0.812***
(0.210)

0.00876***
(0.00180)

-1.028
(0.776)

-0.0511***
(0.0131)

0.483***
(0.184)

weighted by their 2008 population. Robust standard errors (clustered by MSA) are in parentheses. Significance: ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

2008–January 2009 was 0.4 percent, while over February–July 2009 it was 1.2 percent. Descriptive statistics of explanatory variables are provided in Table A-1. MSAs are

differential responses to rate declines. All regressions also include MSA and month fixed effects. For reference, the average monthly refinancing propensity over August

is omitted), homeowner shares and the share of households with mortgages, from the ACS. Each of these demographic controls is interacted with "postQE" to allow for

7 and 8 are location-specific shares of individuals with different years of education: 12,13-15,16,>16 (<12 is omitted), shares of individuals with ages: 31-45,46-60,>61 (21-30

interacted with a dummy "postQE" that equals one for the period February–July 2009, and other variables also interacted with postQE. Demographic controls in columns

Table shows results from regressions of monthly refinancing propensities in 381 MSAs from August 2008 to July 2009, measured in CRISM, on median equity in each MSA
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Y
Y
0.88
0.25
4,572

-2.112***
(0.616)

Private sec. share × postQE
N
Y
Y
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0.35
4,572

0.954***
(0.240)

GSE share × postQE

Demographics × postQE
MSA fixed effects
Month fixed effects
Adj. R2
Adj. R2 (within)
Observations

2.269***
(0.496)

-0.218***
(0.0315)

Average balance (nonjumbo) × postQE

(6)
1.856***
(0.233)

ARM share × postQE

-1.843***
(0.293)

N
Y
Y
0.88
0.28
4,572

(5)
1.088***
(0.115)

Jumbo share × postQE

0.0107***
(0.00101)

0.920***
(0.237)

-0.0229***
(0.00369)

N
Y
Y
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0.19
4,572

2.123*
(1.233)

1.530***
(0.288)

Loan age × postQE

N
Y
Y
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0.22
4,572

-0.0911***
(0.0188)

1.161***
(0.258)

-1.688***
(0.117)

N
Y
Y
0.87
0.18
4,572

1.711***
(0.232)

Current int. rate × postQE

FICO × postQE

∆Income2008−09 × postQE

∆UR Jan07− Nov08 × postQE

Emed
Nov2008 × postQE

Table I: The Responsiveness of Local Refinancing Activity to Equity and Other Local Characteristics
around QE1

Table II: Aggregate Refinancing Propensities and Interest Rates

(1)
Dep. var.:

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
∆Refit−12,t

Refit

Int. rate measure:

Mtg. rate minus avg. outstanding

Rate

-0.697***
(0.181)

-0.962***
(0.139)

∆Mtg. ratet−12,t
-0.977***
(0.126)

-0.983***
(0.128)

(6)

Σtt−12 Mon. pol. shocks
-1.387***
(0.478)

-2.094***
(0.532)

∆HP

0.063***
(0.012)

0.004
(0.021)

0.007
(0.029)

Rate × ∆HP

-0.095***
(0.030)

-0.070**
(0.032)

-0.248**
(0.120)

SD(∆HP)

0.116***
(0.036)

-0.076
(0.060)

-0.106
(0.084)

Rate × SD(∆HP)

-0.178**
(0.077)

-0.176*
(0.092)

-0.944*
(0.490)

Constant

1.003***
(0.077)

0.964***
(0.060)

-0.241**
(0.113)

-0.180*
(0.108)

-0.192
(0.148)

-0.193
(0.124)

Adj. R2
Obs.

0.22
222

0.63
222

0.50
258

0.56
258

0.12
258

0.20
258

Table shows results from regressions of monthly aggregate refinancing propensities on measures of (mortgage) interest rates. In columns (1)
and (2), the interest rate measure is the mortgage rate on new 30-year FRMs (from Freddie Mac PMMS) minus the weighted average coupon
on outstanding mortgages guaranteed by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Ginnie Mae (from eMBS, available since Jan 1994). In columns (3)
and (4), the interest rate variable is the 12-month change in the rate on new 30-year FRMs (one standard deviation = 0.78). In columns
(5) and (6), the interest rate variable is the 12-month sum of monthly monetary policy surprises (the surprise in the three-month ahead
futures rate) from Gertler and Karadi (2015) (one standard deviation = 0.28). Sample period: columns (1)-(2): Jan 1994–June 2012; (3)-(6):
Jan 1991–June 2012. June 2012 is when the Gertler-Karadi series ends. Standard errors in parentheses are Newey-West (4 lags) in columns
(1)-(2) and Hansen-Hodrick (12 lags) in columns (3)-(6). Significance:

∗
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p < 0.1,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01.
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Figure I: Mortgage-refinancing Activity in the US over 2000-2012

MBA Refi Application Index (left scale)
FRM rate relative to 5-year moving average (right scale)

Figure shows monthly average of Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA) Refinancing Index (seasonally adjusted; March
1990=100) and the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage rate (relative to 5-year moving average), also from MBA.
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Figure II: Distributions of Borrowers’ Equity in their Homes across Five MSAs
(a): January 2007

(b): November 2008
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Figure shows the cumulative distribution of borrower equity in five illustrative MSAs in January 2007 and November 2008.
Equity is measured for each household using CRISM data as the estimated current house value minus total current mortgage
debt, divided by estimated current house value (i.e., equity = 1−CLTV). Distributions are weighted by the mortgage balance.
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Figure III: Mortgage Refinance Activity 2008-2009 in Top and Bottom Quartile of MSAs Defined by
Median Borrower Equity in November 2008
(b): Cumulative Difference
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(a): Refinance Propensities

Difference between High Equity and Low Equity Quartiles

Panel (a) shows monthly refinance propensities in CRISM, defined as the dollar amount of refinance mortgage originations divided by
outstanding mortgage amounts in the prior month. Calculations are done over MSA quartile groups for the highest and lowest Emed
Nov2008
quartiles. Panel (b) shows the cumulative difference between the two groups, after subtracting each group’s average refinancing propensity
from January to November 2008. Vertical lines show the month of the QE1 announcement (November 2008).
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Figure IV: Cash-Out Refinancing in Top and Bottom Quartile of MSAs by Median Borrower Equity
in November 2008
(a): Cash-out Volumes, in $
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Panel (a) shows total cash extracted during refinancing in the top and bottom MSA quartiles by Emed
j,Nov2008 . Panel (b) shows
the cumulative difference between the two groups, after subtracting each group’s average cash-out amounts from January to
November 2008. Since CRISM data does not cover the whole mortgage market, we scale up dollar amounts in CRISM for this
figure; see Online Appendix A.2.3 for details. Vertical lines show the month of the QE1 announcement (November 2008).
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Figure V: New Auto Sales in Top and Bottom Quartile of MSAs Defined by Median Borrower
Equity in November 2008
(a): Monthly Auto Sales

(b): Cumulative Difference
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Figure shows the total volume of new car purchases in the top and bottom MSA quartiles by Emed
j,Nov2008 using R.L. Polk data.
Panel (a) shows total monthly car purchase volumes, summed over MSAs in each quartile. Panel (b) shows cumulative differences between the two groups, after subtracting from each group’s series the group’s average car purchases from January
to November 2008. MSA groups are the same as in Figure III. The vertical line shows the month of QE1 announcement.
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Figure VI: Borrower-Level Evidence on the Response of Car Purchase Propensity to Refinancing
(a): Monthly Averages around Refinancing

(b): Regression Coefficients
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Panel (a) shows average fractions of refinancing borrowers who obtain a new car loan in each month surrounding a mortgage
refinancing (in month 0), distinguishing between cash-out and non-cash-out refinancing. We identify a borrower as obtaining
a new car loan in month t if their car loan balance increases by $2,000 or more between month t − 1 and month t. Panel (b)
shows coefficients on month indicators (relative to the refinancing month, with -1 as the omitted month) from a regression of
the new car loan indicator on calendar-month-by-MSA fixed effects as well as months-from-refinancing indicators interacted
with whether the refinancing involves cash-out. Dashed lines are 95 percent confidence intervals based on robust standard
errors clustered at the MSA level. See Online Appendix A.2.5 for additional details.
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Figure VII: Changes in the Distribution of House Price Changes Across Time
(a) Average House Price Growth
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Figure shows time series of the mean and standard deviation of state-level annual house price growth and of the cross-state
relationship between house price growth and unemployment rate changes. Calculations are population weighted by state.
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Figure VIII: Refinancing Propensities for High and Low Unemployment Change Quartiles, 2008
Recession and 2001 Recession
(a): Refinance Propensities 2007-2009

(b): Refinance Propensities 2001-2003
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Figure shows monthly refinancing propensities for the top and bottom quartiles of MSAs by unemployment changes. Specifically, for each MSA we compute the change in unemployment between November 2007 and October 2009 (panel a) and
December 2000 to June 2003 (panel b). Each MSA is placed into population-weighted quartiles by this measure. Refinancing
propensities are computed using HMDA data on origination volumes (by month of loan application) divided by the total
number of mortgages in MSA quartiles from the American Community Survey in 2008 (panel a) or the Census in 2000 (panel
b). The vertical line in panel (a) shows the month of QE1 announcement.
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Figure IX: Refinance Decision Follows a Threshold Policy
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Figure X: Response to Interest Decline by Region
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For the baseline 2008 calibration, the refinancing impulse response function (IRF) shows the change in the monthly fraction
of households refinancing in response to a one percentage point reduction in mortgage rates. The consumption (C) IRF
shows the change in log consumption in response to the same one percentage point reduction in mortgage rates.
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Figure XI: Aggregate Stimulus vs. Cross-regional Inequality in 2008 and 2001
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Impulse response functions show the change in the monthly fraction of households refinancing, log aggregate consumption,
and log consumption variance across regions in response to a one percentage point reduction in mortgage rates. See text for
the description of the baseline economy calibrated to match November 2008 as well as the model specification for the 2001
recession.
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Figure XII: Distribution of Equity and Refinancing Probability: 2008 Calibration vs 2001
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Note: This figure shows the simulated distribution of equity and the fraction of households refinancing under two different
equity distributions.
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Figure XIII: Effects of Changing Equity Distribution
(a) Average Equity Effects
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(b) Equity Variance Effects
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(c) Income-Equity Correlation Effects
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Impulse response functions show the change in log aggregate consumption and in log consumption variance across regions
in response to a one percentage point reduction in mortgage rates. The baseline economy includes a 12.5% aggregate house
price decline. In panel a, the "larger P decline" calibration features a 25% decline in house prices. The variance of equity and
its correlation with income are fixed at the 2008 calibration across all simulations. In panel b, the high variance calibration
doubles the difference between high and low house price regions, while the low variance calibration halves it. All economies
feature the same baseline decline in house prices and correlation with income. In the bottom panel, the baseline calibration
has income and house prices positively correlated across regions. In the other two calibrations they are uncorrelated or
negatively correlated. All simulations feature the same baseline decline in house prices and variance across regions.
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Figure XIV: Mortgage Modification Effects
(a): Response to Mortgage Modification w/ Constant r m(b): Response to Mortgage Modification + r m Decline
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(c): Response to r m Decline, Taking Mortgage Modification Programs as Given
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Panel (a) of this figure shows the effects of the debt reduction and relaxed refinancing requirement policies described in the
text when interest rates are held fixed. Panel (b) shows the effects of simultaneously reducing rates and implementing the
modification policies. Panel (c) shows the change in output and inequality from reducing interest rates and implementing
mortgage modification relative to an economy that implements mortgage modification but has no decline in rates.
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